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Deriving Polymorphic Type Dependencies 
for Logic Programs Using Multiple 

Incarnations of Prop 

Michael Codish• Bart Demoen t 
Abstract 

Till. paper illuatrat ea the application o( ab!tract compilation using multiple incar
nations of t he domain Prop in deriving type dependencies Cor logic: prognma. We 
illustrate bow dependenciea can oe derived in the preaence of both monomorphic and 
polymorphic type information. Type dependenciea genera.!Ue the recently propoaed 
notion o( directional typel u well aa the more common notion of groundne .. de pen- . 
dencies. Directional typea have proven uaeful in a numbez of applicatio11.1 111c:h u in 
proving tesmination. Theae application•, however, a.re baaed on type declarationa. 
T he main contribution of th.i. paper i1 in the aimplicity in which non-trivial type de
pendencies are inferred using abstra.ct compilation and by usociating each type with 
an incarnation of Prop. We illustrate the uae of a aemantica for open logic prograJilJI . 
i.n maintaining apace efficient ~alyaea. Time efficiency il also maintained due to ap. 
pro:rimation of the type domain in a boolean lattice calling on reanlh of unh·enal 
algebrL 

Introduction 

One of the foremost problema in providing efficient implementations for logic programming 
languages is the abse.nce of the notions of types a.nd modes in these languages. Acknowl
edging this state of affairs, the Literature iJI rich in contributions with the common aim of 
providing adequate type and mode information to aid compilers in overcoming this obsta
cle (see for example [25]). Two main stream• can be identified among these contributions. 
In one stream, type definitions are added to programs and each predicate provided with a 
type declaration. Then, type checking is performed to guarantee that programs are well
typed. In this approach the meaning of a program may be restricted to consider only those 
behaviors which conform to the type declaration. In the other stream, type inference ia 
employed to determine (approximation& of) the typea of the argument& of a given program. 

The notion of directional type.s, originally proposed in [26] and more recently in [1, 20], 
integratea the concepta of types a.nd modes, reaulting in a powerful form of information 
which has proven useful in several applications [8, 20, 3, 4). The main result in theae works 
is a procedure for verifying that a program is well-typed with respect t o a given aet of 
directional type declarations. In this paper we introduce the concept of type dependencie1 
which generalize directional types and expresa information concerning the aet of possible 

•oeparl.me:nt of Matbematica and Computer Science, Ben-Curion Univeraity of the Necev, PoB 653, 
Beer. Sheb a 84105, urael. codhbtbensua . bgu. ac.U , Fax: :n972-7·472909. 

I Department . of Computer Science, K.U. Lcuven, Belgium. bi.abarttca . lnll• u .. n.ac: . ba. 



append{Ia,Ta,Za) +
Ia • 0, 
Ta • %a. 

append(Ia,Ta,Za) +
b • [I IIa1], 
%a • [IIZa1], 
append(la1,Ta,Za1). 

(a) concrele 
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append(Ia,Ta,Za) +
sro'Cllld(Ia). 
Ta • Za, 

append(Ia,Ta,Za) +
U1{b,I,Ia1), 
iff(Z.,I,%81), 
append(Ia1,ta,Za1). 

(b) aroWld dependenciea 

append(Ia,ta,Za) +
ail {Ia). . 
Ta • Za, 

append{Ia,Ta,Za) +
liat(Ia,la1), 
:U..t(Za,%a1). 
append(Ia1,Ta,%a1) . 

(c) list dependenciea 

Figure 1: The 4ppend program and two abstractions. 

directional typea for a given program. Type dependencie.s generalise also the notion of groundneas depe.ndencies using the domain Prop described in {11]. Given a aet of type definitions, type dependencies are inferred rather than declared. Hence, our approach Calla between the two main streams. On the one band, we require a given aet of type definftiona which may be provided either by a prior type inference phase or by a programmer. On the other hand, we infer the type dependencies of a program with respect to these definitions. This approach ia termed type recorutruction in {28] and is adopted also in [S]. Our approach evolves from the groundness dependencies analysis described in [11] which uae1 the domain Prop. The resulting analysis is similar to that obtained in {5] using abstract interpretation. The advantage of our approach is the simplicity in which we obtain an implementation of a non-trivial type analysis. 
The domain Prop (23, 15] is an elegant and powerful abstract domain which has auc:easfully been applied to provide a range of different semantic based dependency analyae1. fhe moat common of these is the groundness dependency analysis for which Prop waa ini.ially developed. Recent experiments indicate that Prop based analyses are both efficient 21, 14, 11] and easy to develop {11]. Briefly, elements of Prop are propositional formulae vhich specify dependencies over the variablea occurring in a logic program. As an intuitive example consider the well-known append program depicted in Figure (a). The groundness dependency analyaia for the relation append(X, Y, Z) results in the :lrmula (X 1\ Y) ..-. Z interpreted aa "X and Y 4rt ground iff Z il ground". This :nplies, for instance, the expected behavior for the two common uses of append: (a) if X nd Y are ground in a call 4ppentl(X, Y, Z) then Z ia ground in the answer, and (b) if Z a ground in the call then X and Y are ground in the anawer. A more general view of the domain Prop interprets propositional formulae with respect ) any downwards closed property on terms 1 (tee [12]). A simple example is the property -'t(term) which is true whenever term is a list. Under this interpretation a Prop analysis •r the relation 4ppentl(X, Y, Z) results in the formula X 1\ ( Y ..-. Z) meaning that X il 4 li.!t, 4ntl that Y u a liJt iff Z u 4 l&.t•. Thia in it.self is a simple form of type :pendency information (involving one incarnation of Prop) which implie1 for instance aat: (a) if X and Y are lists in a call append( X, Y, Z) then Z is a list in the answer, and •) if Z ia a list in the call then X and Y are lists in the answer. Analysea of this sort are 

1 A properly 1'on tuma ie downwa.rd.e clo~ i! for all temu C, C1 euch that c' ia more inatantieted than 1'( c) ~ 1'( c'). 
· 
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1 ouKidered in (14] as applications of Prop. . . { ] T he analyses developed here are baaed on the approach of 4bltr4ct com~1J4hon 19 aa 
1111

p)ied in [11] for aimple Prop analyses. Abstract compilati~n is an a.lternat1ve to .abstract lu~crpretation [16] in which programs are analyzed by applyrng a concrete ae':t~~~c;to a: nhatradion of the program. In (11], Prolog programs are abstracte.d to •.o c e rop ~ 
11 11 tion4llogic prograTM which are no more than Datalog p!ograms ~nvolvm.g two c~nstan •ymbols: true and f4lse . The abatrac.t .programs have finite mea01nga wh1ch are m tum •hown to constitute analyse• of the ongmal prograrDJI. 
I~:KI\mple 1 Figurea l(b) and l(c} illustrate ab•tract.ioDS orthe append pro~r&m for groundn~ 11
nd liat dependency analyae1. Thete progr&ml are interpreted ov~ the ~eapecbve two val~ed log~c:. ( d } -~d {I•'•• anr} The intended meaning ofthe predicatea lff(X, Y, Z) and lUC(X • Y} 
~~~oun 'anr - •• . . . R Th di • d(X) 
~x · d ·f! y and z arc nround" and "X i• a li1l iff Y u 4 lui . e pre ca.es groun 

a1 c u groun I • . • · e1 Th t' and nii(X) arc intended to mean "X i• ground• and •x i1 a lad re~pedav Y· e equ~ lODI ;r c: ( ], x, = [X 1 X•l] and z, = [X 1 Z•l) from Figuxe l(a) are abstr~cted b! the pred.icatea d(X} 'ff ( X• X Xll) and iff(Z• X Z•l) in Figure l(b) and by nai(X), lut(X•,Xtl) and ~~:~(;, , z,i) ~ Fi~re't(c) . The prcdi~te.' iff /3, li.t /2, grov.nd/ 1 and nil/1 are deiined u follow•: 
iff (gro'Cllld ,ground .sroun4) • 
iff(any,ground,any). 
iff(any,any,ground). 
iff(any,any,any). 
gro'111l4(gro1Uld). 

liat(liat,liat) . 
list (any ,any). 

ail (liat) . 

The (fi..rutely compuh.ble) minimal modela of the two abetra.cl program• arc reapectively 
append (ground,~ound,sroand) . append(liat,liat,liat) . append(any,ground,any). append{liat,any,any) . app•nd(ground,any,any). 
append (any ,any,any). . V' wed aa disjunction• and interpreted over the correeponding logics these modela reaphectively •e (X Y) z d X A ( y .... Z) for t e atom 

denote the propositional formula A .... Ill 
uppend(X, Y, Z). 

The analysea developed in this paper are more general tha~ our intuitive.E~ple 1 in two ways. Firstly, since programs may involve argume.nLe of dt~erent t.ypes, 1t 11 ~eceeaary to conaider multiple "incarnations" of Prop - one mcarnah~n for ea.ch type mvolved. This enablea ua to deTive dependencies between argumenh of different type~ .. secon~ly, we cxlend our a.pproach to oblain also polymorphic type dependendea where 1t 1.8 posa1ble to rxpress types with parameters which take types as argument•. . To illustrate the relation between our notion of type dependency and the not1~n of directional types proposed in (26, 1, 20] consider again the append program from Ftgure 1(1.\). Our polymorphic analysis infer& a type of the form 

{ 
append(li.!t(o), 4ny, 4ny), } append(li.!t(o),l&.t(t3), lilt(-y)):- lub(o,t3,'Y) 

where li$t(o) denotea the aet of lists constructed from ~lements of type o, 4ny d~notea the aet of all t.erms, and lub(o ,t3,-y) 1 pecifies the relation -y = o U t3 on the lattlce of typea. Thia result may be queried as if it were a. logic program. The abstract query ?-
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•nd(li~t(o),list(o),Z) describes any call to append i.n which the first two ar u-
lll are lists oftbe same type. The abstract allBwer Z=list(o) (obtained b "d ~ 
Q U Q - ) tJ d • · Y COnSI erlllg 

- o correc. Y escnbes the behavior of the append program for this olau 
il ls. The corr.espo_ndmg (abstract) call/&IlBwer pair provides the same information u 
Lred by the duectJonaJ type (lut(r), lut(r}, anr) ..... (lut(r) lut(r) lut(r)) S"mil 1 
lbstract q '? ( • ' • • 1 ar y, 
, u?ry · .- append X • Y, l:ut ( 'Y)) describes any call to append in which the 
argument Is a bat of type 'Y· The eet of abstract answers for thie call ia 

{ X=list{o), Y=list(_B) /-r = o up } . 

:orresponding ~et of call/anewer paira provides a etronger dependency than the direc
J type declaration (anr, anr, lut(r))-+ (lut(r), lut(r), lut(r)) in the epirit of (20]. 
ur anal~ses are performed in two stage&. First, a logic program p ie abstracted to 
~espo~dlllg abs~ract type program ~· which is guaranteed to have a finite minimal 
· · T~1a model 18 then evaluated using a technique similar to that described in [11] 
onstJtutes a type dependency analysis for P. 

~e mai~ contribution ~f this paper is the application of abstract compilation to type 
I ~ncy mference as~ocJating .each type with an incarnation of the Prop domain and 
rl1cular the extensiOn. of th1a approach to include polymorphism. It is this view 
· has led u~ to a conc1se .and efficient implementation of a non-trivial polymorphic 
reconstructiOn sy~tem ~h1cb ~ptures also type dependencies. The simplicity of the 
a~h and the ease lll wh1cb an Implementation is obtained are the main benefits It is 
a l~ng t.o observe tba~ a~y approximation (from above) of the success set of a pr~gram 
1 e Vlewe~ as spec1fymg a dependency between calla to P and the corresponding 
~s[.9)ln particular, th_e bottom-~p frameworks of abstract interpretation described in 

are b~ed o~ thJS observation. Hence, also the close correspondence between the 
lependenc1es. denved h~re in terms of abstract compilation and the t . es inferred · 
ng abstract mterpretatlon. YP 10 

:vious work has also addressed the inference of types via program transformations 
r to our abstract con;pilat~on. Xu and Warren [27) propose a transformation of 
ms to type program~ m whtch the constants of a program are replaced by the types 
elong to. A Prolog like theorem prover is applied to infer types from typ 
:ptb abstraction imposed to ensure termination Friih . th e programe 
. . wu proposes an approach 

ling program transformation and partial evaluation in [17] Our a h · b d 
stru t · , ~ · pproac ts ase 

~ ure preservmg, trans ormation which replaces each term in a program by 
:ondmg .abstract term .. Type inference is reduced to the problem of evaluating tb: 
.e meanmg ~f the r~sultmg abstract program. Various standard toole for performin 
sk are readily ~valla?Ie and no partial evaluation or theorem prover is required~ 
1uently, the bas1c engme for the type analysis described here is the sam th 
r ground aJ · d "b d · ( J e as e one · ness an ys•.s escn e 1n 11 . The specific abstractions we apply for type 
s e~erge from the v1ew that each type definition corresponds to an incarn f f 
~am Prop .of pr~positional f~rmulae. The interaction between these inc:n~~~.: 
m a domam wb1ch may be VIewed as a domain of set constralll· ts In . t · 

h t · · d w • our ays em 
sue con ramts 1s re uced to solving corresponding Prolog goal d b ' 

e st d d r f 1 • s an ence uses an ar .no Ions ~ reso ut1on and unification between terms. 
rest of this paper IS organized as follows. The next section provides aom 

Y notation. Section 3 describes the inference of dependencies i':l the prese:c~r:£ 
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ltiOnomorpbic types. Section 4 extends these results for polymorphic typea. Section 5 illua
Ltlltco how the presence of open predicates in the bodies of the inferred types contributes 
~o tbe space- and time- efficiency of our analyses. Section 6 provides a short conclusion. 

2 Preliminaries 

Sy ntax: We assume the standard notation for logic programs as defined in [22]. A 
tuple of distinct variables is sometimes denoted z. We assume a fint order language with 
n fixed vocabulary of predicate symbols, function symbots and variables denoted IT, E 
nnd Var respectively. We assume that E and ll include special type symbols which do not 
occur in (concrete) programs and are used only in describing type dependenciea in abstract 
I)Tograms. Without loss of generality we asaume that all programs are in a normal form 
nnch that: each of the atoms occurring in a program clause is of the form p{z); and all 
explicit unifications are of the form z = r or z = t(j) where z,r are variables and t(ii) 
io a "fiat" term. Figure l{a) is an example of a normal form program. The predicate 
ijymbols: ground/1, iff /3, nil/1 and lut/2 in Figures l(b) and (c) are examples of special 
l,ype predicate symbols. · 

Semantics: Our analyses are implemented in terms of two different bottom-up semantics 
ror logic programs. The monomorphic type analysis of a program P is performed by 
evaluating the standard Tp semantics of a corresponding abstract type program p•. The 
minimal model of p•, denoted M(P" ), constitutes a type analysis for P. For polymorphic 
type analyses a similar strategy is adopted, however, to this end, a semantics for open 
programs is also considered. An open logic program is a program in which some of the 
predicates are considered incomplete (or absent). The meaning of an open program is 
given in terms of iterated unfoldings of the predicates defined in it, except that the open 
predicates are not unfolded-the result is to specify the meaning of an open program in -
terms of clauses in which the body may contain calls to open predicates. The semantics 
we consider in this case is in principle a ground version of the bottom-up semantics due 
to Bossi et al. and described in [7]. In our case, there are no "truly" open predicates in 
the (abstract) type programs. However, certain predicates are viewed as open in order to 
racilitate space efficiency of the analyses. In Section 5 we illustrate that this choice alao 
improves the time efficiency of analyses. 

We note thai our choice of ground versions of the two semantic definitions is due to the 
nature and interpretation of our abstract programs. The ground meaning of an abstract 
type program constitutes an analysis reOecting possibly non-ground information about the 
original logic program. In practice, however, we sometimes introduce non-ground structures 
in the implementation to provide a more concise representation. In such cases a non-ground 
structure is viewed as a representative of its ground inetances. 

Types: We assume a standard notion of type definition~ the particular formalization of 
which is not central to this paper. Any of those defined in (29], (5) or {20] may be assumed. 
We assume a fixed type language consisting of seta of type variable• and trpe co?Utructora. 
A type is either a type variable or an n-ary type constructor applied to n. types ( n ~ 0). 
A 0-ary type is called a type con6tant. A type T denotes a set of terms closed under 
substitution. H tis of type T we write t E T. For our purposes, it suffices to assume that 



every type T ~· associated with a corresponding predicate on te.rma which apecifie~~ th t 
of terma deacnbed by T. e ee 

Example 2 monomorphic typea 
The ~onom~rphic typea liat, dliat (for ciliference liJta), tree, &ll)' ud bottom are reapectinly 
anooated Wlth the following predicates on terma: 

1. lut(t) = 
2. lli•t(t): 

3. l!'e~< ' ) = 
4. onr( t ) = 

' = nil v (t =(X I X•J " lut(X•)); 

I = X - Y 1'1 lilt( X) 1'1 li•t( Y); 

I= tmpt, V (1 = tl'ee(X,L,R) 1'1 t!'ee(L) 1'1 ~r«(R)); 
'"'e; ud e. 6ottom(t) = /ollt. 

Example 3 polymorphic type~~ 
~ the foU~wing a, /i, 7 ud 6 denote type varia"!llea (with nluea r&nging over types) and a(l) 
11dlithe( p)redicate o~ tezma. aaaociated with type c. The polymorphic typea liat(c), tree(a) ud 

at a are aaaooated Wlth the loUowing predicate~~ on terma: 

1. li•.t(c)( t): l=nil v (t=[XI _X•] 1'1 fi(X) " li11(7 )(X1)" a={JU-y); 
2 . dlut(c)(t)E I=X- Y A li•t(fi)(X) A wt(7XY) 1\ aU"Y=/i; 
3. l!'ee(a)(t) E 

I= emptr V (t = l!'ee(X, L, R) 1'1 fJ(X) 1\ l!'ee(7)(L) 1\ t!'ee(6)(R) 1'1 c = pu7u6). 
!'- mo~e general. treatment of ciliference liata which conaiden aho terma of the lform [1, 2, 3 j X]- X 
mvolVJ.Dg non-liat atru~turea can. be found in [20]. Bowe•er, the above definition ia aufficient to 
manage moat uses of cilifereiJce liJta .. 

3 Inferring Monomorphic Type Dependencies 

~ this '.ection we assume the fixed set of (constant} types { bottom/0, integer/0, 
h~tjO,dlut~O,tree/0, any /0 }. Every (non-variable) term t in a program is associated 
~1th a can~1date type T. Since all non-variable te.rms in a normal form program occur 
1n an. equat10n of.the form X = t, our abstraction (defined below} may be viewed aa u
preas!Dg a constrAUlt _be tween _the ty~ea of X and some of the variables occurring in f . For 
example, .the co~stramt assoc1ated w1th the equation X1 =[X 1 X•l] ia that x, ia a list "f 
and only 1f X 11 11 a list. 1 

The Abstraction: The abstraction of a Prolog program p (or aJ G) · t spo d' b t t t ( go 1n o a corre-n .mg a s rae. ~pe _program P" or goal G") is performed by replacing each of the 
eq~at10ns and. bu1lt-ma 1n the normal form program by corresponding abstract p di t 
wh1ch are spec1fied by suitable definitions. We define the following abstraction T 0~en ca ~ 
form equations. Let X = t be an equation in normal form. Then, orm 

X = Y if t ia a n.ri&ble Y 
integ"'(X) if t ia an integer 
li.t(X,X,) ift=[YIX•] 

,.(X= I)= nil( X) if t = [] 
dli.t(X,B, T) if t = H- T 
l!'ee( X, L, R) if I = l!'ee( Y, L, R) 
emptr(X) if t = empt, 
onr(X) otherwiae 

The intended interpretation of the predicate lilt(X, X1} ia: "X il of t~pe lilt if And 
onlv if X• il of t~pe lilt" . Namely, "X E list +-+ X1 E Hat" . Likewise, tree( X, L, R) 
I• intended to mean "X E tree +-+ L E tree 1\ R E tree" and dlilt(X, H, T) t hat. 
N X E dliat +-+ H E list 1\ T E list". The predicates nil( X) and empt~(X) are 
Intended to denote the statements "X ia a list" and "X ie a tree" respectively. These 
Interpretations are obtained by the following definitions: 

liJt(liJt,liat ). 
liJt(any,X) :- neq(X,liJt). 

nil(liat). 
integer(integer ). 
empty( tree). 
uy(.). 

dliat( dliat,liat,liat ). 
dliat{&liJ,X,.) :- neq(X,liJt). 
dliat(uy,.,X) :- neq(X,liJt). 

tree(tree,tree,tree). 
tree(&lly,X,.) :- neq(X,tree). 
tree(&lly,. ,X) :- neq(X,tree). 

neq(A,B) :- type(A), type(B), A\==B. 

type(integez ). 
type{liat ). 
type( dliat ). 
type( tree). 
type(uy). 

T hese definitions differ ft om those in Example 1 due to the interaction between the different 
types involved. For instance: although the type integer ia a subtype of anv, we ;nuat 
introduce the fact lilt( any, integer) to the interpretation of lilt/2. To see this, consider 
the contrived program a(X•) : - X1 = [X I Y1), y, = 3 which ia abstracted to a(X•) : 
- lilt( X•, Y1 ), integer( Y1 ). With the proposed interpretation of lilt/2, the derived type 
is a( an~). However, if the interaction between types is not conaidered (i.e. the definition 
from Example 1 adopted) then the type for this program ia erroneously empty. 

The Analysis: Let P be a logic program and M(P•) the minimal model of the corre
sponding abstract type program p•. For any goal G, the type of the a.nawera of G are 
obtained by solving the COrteaponding abstract goal c· in M (P" ). 

Example 4 Co11sider the following logic program P which rolatea a lial of elementa. The con
crete and abstract clauaea for oppend/3 are given in Figures 1 (a) and (c). 

rotata(Ia,Ta) :- appand (la,Ba,la), appand(Ba,la,Ta). 

The muning of the abatract progr&m ia 

{ 

oppend( li•l, Y, Y), oppend(li•t,t!'ee,an,), } 
M(P') = oppend(li.t, integer, anr), • 

append(li.t,dli•l , anr), rotale(li•t,li•t) 

Note that ciliference between the meaning for append here and in Example 1 which ia due to the in
teraction between the varioua i.nc:arnationa of Prop in the abstraction. Aa a consequence, thia reauH 
correctly describes the anawer Z = [1, 2, 3 j 4] to the (unnatural) query G = append([1,2, 3), 4, Z). 
II M(P') ia queried by lhe eorreaponding abatrad goal G' = oppcnd(li•t,int~er , Z) then the 
correct answer Z = an11 ia obtained. On the more "n~otural" aide, we may infer that uy anawer 
for a call o£ the form rotate(X, Y) in which X ia a liJt will bind Y to a liJt (and vice veraa). 

Example 5 Consider the following logic program P &lid ita type abetraction p• (together with 
the clauaea for append/3 from Figure 1 (a) and (c)): 



inorder(Tree,List) :
Tree • tree (I,L,l) , 
inorder(L,Ls), 
inorder(l,b), 
lLbt • [lib]. 
append(ts,lLiat,L!.t). 

inorder(Tree,tist) :
Tree • empt7, 
List • D . 

The mea.ning of the abatr~t progr.m ia 

inorder(Tree,List) ,_ 
tree(Tree,L,l), 
b.order (L ,La), 
.inorder(l,la), 
:Uat(ILiat,la), 
append(La,lLiat,Liat) . 

inorder(tr .. ,List) :
amptJ(Trea), 
nil(Liat). 

{ 

oppend{li.t, Y, Y), oppend{lid,trce,anr), } M(P') = oppend{lill,inleger,onr), . append( lill, tlli•t, GnJI ), inorder( tree ,lui) 
Indeed, any answer for a call of the form inorder(X, Y) where X is a tree will biDd Y to a U.' 
and 'rice vena. 

Example 6 Consider the following Prolog program P which together with the concrete and 
abat ract clauses for oppend/ 3 and inorder /2 !rom Figure 1 and Example 6 balance• an ordertcl 
binary tree. 

balanea(Tree ,BTrea) :-
1 

inorder(Trea,Liat), list_to_Yartrea(tiat ,BTraa), inorder(Btrea,Liat) . liat_to_vartr .. (List, Tree) :-
Bead • [Tree I Tail], Queue • lead- Tail, lh_dl (List ,Queue) . ltvJil (Li at ,Quaue) :-
Queue • Bud-Tail, List • 0, Tail • D, ailify(Bead). ltv_dl(ti at,Queua) :-
Queue c Read- Tail, list • [_lis], Tree • traa(_,L1,L2), Read • [TraaiLa], Tail • [Lt1Tail1], Taill • [L21Tail2], lnQ • La-Tail2, ltv..dl(la,JnQ). nilify (Bead) : - lead • 0 . 

nilify(Baad) :- KT • empty, lead • CKTILa], ailify(La). 
The concrete mea.ning of the corre1ponding sb.tract program. p• is obtaiDed u : 

{ 

6olonce( tree, tree ), lt., _tll( li1t, dli•t), inorder( tree, Ull), } M(P') = li•Uo-tlortr-ec( lid,-), niliflt( li•t), oppend(li•t, Y, Y), . append( lilt, integer, onJI ), oppend(li•t, lree , onJI ), append( lilt, dlid, GnJI) .Bence &D)' a.nawer for a ca.ll of the form 6olonce(X, Y) where X ia a tn~e will bind Y to a tree . . 

4 Inferring Polymorphic Type Dependencies 
:0 this section we continue the approach of abstract compilation for type analysis introducng the necessary mechanisms to support type polymorphism. We consider the fixed aet >f types whlch can be formed from the set { bottom/0, integer/0, list/ l,dliat/ l,tree/1, 
my / 0 } of type constructors. 

The abstraction of equations ie adapted u follows to capture poly-

X = y if 1 is a. nriable Y integer(X) if I ia an iDteger 
li•t (A,X,X•} ift=[AIX•) 
nil(X) if t = [) , (Xo::: t) = tlli•t(X,H , T) ift=H-T tree(A, X, L, R) if t = me( A, L, R) empiJI(X) if I~ ~~piJ anr(X) otbcrw»e. 

ed. t l' t(A X X1) tree(A X, L, R) and 
T he intended interpretation of the pr tea ea " ' • • • ~li. t (X, B, T) are respectively: 

X E list( C) - (X• E li&t(B) A C = AU B); 
X E dliBt(A) ...... (H E list( B) 1\ T E liat( C) 1\ A u C = B); And. X E tree( D) ...... (L E tree(B) A R E tree( C) A D =Au B U C). . 

( ) intended to denote respectively the set of lusts 
'l'hc predicates nil(X} a.nd empty X bare t t Namely the nil list a.nd the empty 
anti trees in which all elements hav.e t e emp y . y~e. • ~rrc. These functionalitiea are obta.lned by definlng. 

) tree(A ttee(B), bee(C), hee(D)) :-
U.t(A,Iia~(B) ,liat (C)) :: lub(A,C,B · lub{A,C,E), lub(E,D,B). liat(-,any,X) :· neq(X,liat(-)). tree(_.,any,X,-) :- neq(X,tree(-)). dllit(dliat(A),Iiat(B),liat(C)) :- lub(A,C,B). tree(_,any,..,X) :- neq(X,tree(_)). dllit(any,X,_) :- neq(X ,~t(-)) . lub(A A A). type(integer). dliet( any,_,X) :- neq(X,dliat(_)). lub(b~t,A ,A). type(lie~( -)). 

) type( dliat(- )). )) lub(A,bot,A . ( )) 
nil(~t(bot · 

lub(A,B,any) :· neq(A,B). type(tree - · 
empty(tree(bot)). 

type(any). neq(A,B) :- type(A), type(B), \+(A=B). 
• . . . n im oeee a depth 2 a~traction on the domtun 

It is important to observe that thl& defirut: :. . te<:h.nie&lity which we ignore here. 
or typea. Generalizing this to a depth k a trac ton ta a . ed . th monomorphic case by evaluatmg the 
The Analysi~: Analyses are perform -.;.~: mC:ning of the abstract program specifies 
concrete mearung of the abstract program . ita polymorphic type. 

. 
h d am in Figure l(a) u: 

I hi type program for t e oppen progT 
Example 7 The a.betra.ct po ymorp c 

appand(la,T,T) :- aiHia) . It) llat(l z.,zat), appand(X.1,Ta ,Z.1). 
append(ls,Ta,Za) :- li•t(l,l•, • ' ' 

The mea.ning of the abstract progtam is 
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5 C hecking for Subsumption 
The implementation of the analysis collect• clausea until aome iteration of the algorithm adds no new clauaea. Every candidate clause for collection i1 tetted to eee if it ie aubaumed by one of th~ previously collected clauses. Note that the implementation of the bottom-up semantics deacribed in Section 3 can also be applied to teat the condition M( Q U { C1}) 2 M( Q U { C~}) for clauaea C11 Ca and program Q. Observe also that the aise of Q, which in our caae encodea a least upper bound operation, i1 exponential in the aise of the type lattice. In addition, for given clauses C1 and C2 the coat of evaluating M( Q u { c,}) b exponential in the aise of Q. 

Considering clauses in the implementation effects the efficiency of the analyaia in several ways: the aiae ofthe representation, the number ofaubaumption chew and the coat of each check. As illustrated by Example 7, the aise of the repreaentation b reduced drutical}y, Consequently, the number of aubaumption checks b also reduced. Consider the third iteration in the analyaia of Example 8. Three clauaea have been previously collected, 10 three aubaumption checks are required. However, in an analysia which collects facts instead of clauses there are more checks to perform. In Example 7, the third iteration generates 340 facts (with tepetitiona) each of which baa to be tested with 22 facts previously collected. Testing for aubsumption ia of course more costly when clauses are considered instead of facts, however there are several ways to reduce this coat. The open lub /3 predicates in a clause can be simplified due to the algebraic properties of a least -ypper bound operator. For example, the clause 4(X, Y):- lub(A,B,X),lub(B,A, Y) ia simplified to o(X,X): - lub(A,B,X) becauae of commutativity and the fact that the third argument in a lub predicate is a function of the fint two. The reaultin.g clauae may be replaced by the fact a( X 1 X) because the variablea A and B are existentially quantified and lub(X, X, X) b an axiom. In addition, any dause which containa a call of the form neg(o, a) (where a is a non- variable term) may be disregarded (in practice clauses of this type occur quite often). The co1t of performing simplification• of this type is independent from the size of the underlying domain. 
Finally, we illustrate here an efficient technique to test for subaumption between (po• sibly simplified) clauses which contain only lvb/3 predicates and no constant symbols in the bodies. In this case testing for eubsumption over the type domain and over the domain {0, 1} are shown to be equivale.nt. More preciaely, 

Theorem 5.1 Let D be a finite lattice of type•, let Q be the clau.te. defining th.e rel~Jtion lv6/ 3 on D, let Q' = { lvb(O,O,O), lub(0,1,1), lu6(1,0,1), lub(1,1,1)} be the ut of fact8 defining the relation Jub/3 on {0, 1} and Jet C1 And C2 be cfau.tel in Which t/le botlie• contain only calu to lub/3 predicate~ which do not involve co1t4tant • ymbou. If C1 IUb.tumet C2 with retpect to Q' then q IUbiUTntl C2 With rtlpect to Q. 
To appreciate the impact of this result consider the following, 

Examp]e 10 
To determine if the cl1.uae oppcncf( li.t(A),li•t( B), lilt( C)) : - lub(A, B, C) aubeumea the clauae appcnd(li.t(A) , lid( B), lilt( C)): - M(D, E, A), M(F, D, C) , lub(E, B, F) (aee Example 8) it ia aufficient t o determine if I.D)' aolution of lu6(D,E,A), lu6(F,D,C), lub(E,B,F) (restricted to {A, B, C}) ia uolution oflu6(A, B, C) (over the domaiD {0,1}). Tbia ia implied by the firat order formula: (A v B .... C) .- 3o,E,I' · (D v E .... A) /1. (Fv D .... C) /1. (E v B .... F) whlch 
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- " d d b 'd · g all pouible boolean nluca for the ftriablea . It ia illtereating to 1 a n be v ... ate y <:OD i l enn . d · f t ubaerve th1.t the concluaion of tbia checlt ia valid {or a.ny l.rbitr1.rily large omiWl 0 ypca. 
Theorem 5.1 is proven using the following special c:aae of a result from (13] which statea 

Lhlll any universally quantified implication t/1 of the form . .. 1\ uo U Vi = Wi ::::} 1\ .; U ,, ~ w! 
i=O i=O . 

h . . w u~ 11! w! are V&riables and (D, u) a semi-lattice, can be determmed over the w ere uo, v., '' •• •• • . h t t eaponding to 1 · ( {0 1} v) The statement is true also if t/1 contatna t e cons an • corr · . ~~~:pn and/o; bottom elements of D3• In this case these constant• abou_l~ b~,mapptedtto 
I b if D taina "a few" add.ition&l cons an •· {0,1} respectively. Similar resu ts can e proven con 

(or a diSCUII8iOn On t.hi1 See [13). I Theorem 5.1 follows because for any serni-!attice D and D ~ D, 
(Vh,3eeoC,O o¢= 3eeDV(,.ar•(ll')\t)eD C,O o¢= 3teo.V(,. .... (.,l\•)eD <p 

where (V) 'I' denotes the universal closure of tp over.the underl~ing d~main D . ~~re{ove:}• we can c~c.k if V,..,., (.,)\tED'I' is true by enumeration ov.er D and lD case. D - 0, the resulting universally quantified implicat'iona can be venfied over {0,1} us1ng the above 
.mentioned consequence of {13] • · , . ffi • A direct consequence of thia result is that we succeed to mamta1n both apace e . c1enc) (due to the presence of open predicate.) as well as time efficien~y (due to _T~eorem ~-1 · Moreover, in many cases the entire analysis can be performed lD a domain mdepen ent 
way. 

6 Discussion 
T he analyses described in this paper are implemented in Prolog an~ cona~•t4~~ ~~0 li~es of code for the analy&er which ia baaed on "standard" Tp semant1cs an mea or 
t
.h 1 which is based on an open semantics. Table 1 illustrates the advantage of e ana yzer f hie t Tb first column of numbers considering an open semantics in analyses o t ype. . e ber of Indicates the time (in seconds running on a SPARCl_atat1on) and the space (nun: facts) costs for the analyser based on the Tp aemant1ca. The next column cont~ns the time and apace (number of clauses) costa for the analy&er baaed on the open s~m~nt1~. All numbers refer to the polymorphic type analysis. We no.te that lower level opturuza.tlona to 

8 
eedu the fixed point evaluation have not been cons1dered. Baa~d on the expenen~e of til] wep ant.ici ate a 30-50% speedup for the example programs cons1dered he~e (and b1gger im rovementfor large program•). Finally, it is important to str~~ that the unpro~ements · i· and apace efficiency do not come at the expense of prects1on of the _an~ys11. 

I D ~e . contribution of this paper is the application of abstract compllatlon to ?oly-h~c~;;: inference associating each type with an incarnation of the Prop domam. It ~orb~ I . h: b baa led ua to a concise and efficient implementation of a type system. II t 18 VIeW W IC • } b • • rfj f Qf particular interest is the application of an open semanhCB and age raJC 11mp 1 ca 10n 
to obt ain time and space efficient analyses. 

' In c~e D ;1 abo a lattice then both e.xi1t. ( ) 3 oJ> ( ch u that in • Note that It ;.., o tr~ght!orwa.rd to trazufonz: an implication of the form V ".... t •u 
Example a) to an equation of the form ('tf)31 " - ¥· 



program Tp (time ap&ee) open (time lp&eel 
append 2.421 22 0.07. s 
rotate 2.62. 23 O.Oia 4 
ill order 4.113. 23 0.17 I • q..rotate 20.50 I 4S 0.33. a 
balaDc:e 52(8.00 I 53 2.10 . 11 

Table 1: Time and space costa of polymorphic type analy~ea. 
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Abstuct 
A method to analyze the granularity of concurrent logic languages ia 

presemed based on abstract interpretation. This work consists of the integration 

of s_everal specifically defaned analyses. Our approach is composed of two parts; a 

statlc one to obtain a parametrized graph and a dynamic part in which the 

parameters are calculated according "' the size of the data. So, the program 

'U:Uctur~ lhe data type and the sharing information are deduced in compile time 

usang different abstract interpretations. These analyses are combined to b•ft:-
. d · . o ..,... an 
mteg.rate mformation about lhe granularity of the program. This divisioJ) 

prov.•des. some advantages: partial analyses are easier to manage and the 
modlficatton of any analysis does not affect the rest ones. 

I Introduction 

The pe~fonnan~e of parallel systems depends strongly on partitioning, allocation and 

~hedu!mg of processes amo~g processors [17]. These tasks can be done automatically if it 
tS poSSible to fi t th.e granu~ty. of a program to achjeve a good effi ciency of the system. 

The. g~nulanty . analys1s IS based on the cost estimation of the computational and 

commumcau?n requuemen~. of the programs. The analysis can be applied to sequential 

la?guages to m~er ~~ part.tbon .of the p~ogram into processors or to concurrent languages 

With very fine m~ns1c granulanty to JO~n processes, ensuring that the granularity of the 
parallel program ~~ coarse e~o~gh for.a giVen system without losing too much parallelism. 

. The gr~ulanty analysts tS spectally important in declarative languages which have 
archttecture mdependent characteristics. Also, the perfonnance of distributed systems is very 

dependent on communication costs and therefore the granularity analysis should search 
good communication/computation relation. 

8 

Th~ work we present offers a complete analysis of concurrent logic language (CUs) 

granulanty. Th~ method is divided into several analyses which deduce the program structure 

the process we1ght and the .communication cost. These analyses are a mode analysis ~ 
deduce the program connecllon graph, a type analysis to find out the struclure of the terms 

of the program , and a depen~e.nce anal.ysis to deduce of what terms a given one is 
cons~ucted. "W_e use ~bstract mterpretauon to achieve all these analyses because this 

~echmque provtdes a stmple methodology to analyze logic programs as is well estabrshed 

m ~thers papers. Also, the in~egration of analyses made by using the same meth~ is 
easu:r. So, the ~aper pr~ents stmpl~ analyses, with a very low computational weight, and 
specifically d~tgned to ·~fer. usefuJ tnfonnation to analyze granularity. 

A?stract mterpretauon IS an appropiate technique to deduce during the compil ti 

dynamtc characteristics of the programs. There are many applicatio~s of Prolog forded~~~ 
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the mode of program variables, its type, ground dependence, etc. [4,15,16,22)Jn Cll..s, 

nhstract interpretation has been related with suspension analysis [6,10], although there are 

nlso applications tha t provide frameworks to enable abstract interpretation [7). Most of 

these works use top-down abstract interpretation by defining an abstract operational 

oomantics which is dependent on the initial goal. We, however, have decided to use an 
nbstract interpretation based on bottom-up semantics [1], which deduces infonnation in the 

~rune way as the immediate consequence operator and that has the advantage of being 

Independent of the initial goal . 
Granularity analyses may be accomplished at runtime, at compile time, or partly 

during .both processes. The ftrSt methods give exact infonnation but they have a large 

computational weight. The second ones. have low computational weight, but they do not 

infer all the infonnation we need. In this paper, we adopt this strategy, following [23). 

We deduce the granularity of Parlog [3,5] programs though it could be adapted, with 

few modifications, to others ClLs. 

2 Preliminaries 
Knowledge about concurrent logic languages [18] and abstract interpretation 

[1,2,4,8,16,19,22] is assumed. 
In the following sections, Clausep will denote the set of clauses of a program P, 

Termp and Groundp wiU be the set of tenns which can be fonned with the constants and 

variables of P and the set of ground tenn.s, respectively. Constp will be the set of constants 

that appear in P. Predp and Predp" will denote the .set of predicate symbols and the set of 

predicate symbols from P with arity n. 
In this work, an abstract interpretation will consists of a 3-uple <.D .a.C>, where D is 

a complete lattice, called an abstract domajn, dependent on the application, Cis the standard 

domain of the language, and a:2C ~ D is the abstraction function which relates both 

domains. Sometimes, this function will be defined on C, or 2D will be its range, to 
simplify the definitions. However, it is always possible to obtain the defmition of an 

abstraction function like a . 
We abstract the declarative semantics of Parlog obtaining the success set of the 

program, that will represent the set of abstract atoms which can be deduced from a given 

program. 
If <.D ,a,C> is an abstract interpretation of a language, the immediate consequence 

operator is a function like T:2B ~ 28, where B={p(tJ•, ... ,tn•J: t;• e D, pePred" } . An 

abstract substitution related to an abstract interpretation is a function (J:Var-HJ, so that the 

support of o, the set {x E Var lx ~x(Jj, is finite. 

3 Granularity Analysis. Overview of the Method 
The granularity of programs in Concurrent logic languages [1 l ,12,13,20,23] is very fine, so 
the analysis consists in deciding when the perfonnance gets better if the processes are 
distnouted. 

Definition 3.1: A static analysis of the granularity consists of the 3-uple (Gc .Fr .Fcc) 
where: Gc =(Vc ,Ec) is the connection graph obtained as is ex.ptained in the section 3; 

Fr:V~N ~[0.1] gives the relative size of every process represented in the graph by the 
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vertices; and Fcc : E ~ N ~ R gives the size of the communication overhead between Lhc 
processes connected by the arcs of the graph. 

The proposed method consists of the slatic deduction of the 3-upte by analyzing each 
program clause. The compile time graph GC is obtained by using a mode analysis (based on 
Ueda's ideas [14,21]). The compile time cost function Fr is calculated using the dala type 
and the dependence between the clause atoms. Finally, the compile time communication 
function Fcc is computed by examining the type information for the data beina 
communicated. During execution, the 3-uple is completed using the data size and also the 
dynamic granularity analysis (G~.Fr .F c~) is built. G~=(V~ ,E~) represents the actual 

program state. v~ coincides with the set of processes in execution and the processes 
connected by the arcs in E~ corresponds lO lhose ones which share data. The runtime cost 
function Frand the runtime communication cost function F c~ provide infonnation about 

the program in each point during its executil)n. So, if Proc is the set of active processes, 
these functions are calculated as follows: 

Fr :Proc ~R~fO,JJ Fr(PJ =kFrM 
Fe~: Proc x Proc ~ R~ P Fc~UPJP2)) = k'F~(a) . 

v being the vertex which abstracts the process p in the graph Gc, and a the ar'c which 
abstracts the communication between the processes Pl and P2· The value k ' is a conslant 
that depends on the architecture of the system, that is, on the distance of the nodes lO which 
the processes Pl and P2 wiU be sent, if we decide to distribute them. k represents the cost 
of executing the process p, so, in fact, it is a function which associates processes with size. 
We have not used this nolation because it would have complicated the expression. 

The graph G~ is a dynamic graph. It has one vertex initially, the initial goat. It is 
expanded depending on the size of the processes in execution and the size of the 
communication. So, if the size of the initial process (k) is less than a threshold dependent 
on the processor, the processes in the body of the commiued clause are not distributed, 
otherwi~e we calculate the optimal architecture. To do so, we consider the following 
expressiOn: Sp + Scheduling >> Sm + Communication, where Sp is the size of the 
complete grain, without considering the distribution of the grains, calculated by using the 
function F~; Schedu.ling is the overhead size of the processor which tries to execute this 
large grain completely (because of possible suspensions); Sm is the average size of the cost 
of body processes and communication is the overhead of clistributing some of these 
processes. The configuration that provides the best performance is chosen, that is, the one 
on the right side of the expression, which has a Jesser value and the single vertex is 
substituted by it, in the graph Ge. We proceed in this way until a graph, in which no vertex 
can be expanded, is oblained. In this point, G~ is completely defined and every vertex will 
represent a process large enough lO execute it in a single processor. 

4 Deduction of the connection graph of a program 
A graph is needed to represent the program structure in order to analyze the granularity. 
This graph is to provide information about independent processes, which could be executed 
in different processors with no overhead, and about processes which share variables, which 
would mean a certain dependence. ln this case, we need to know if_ the processes sharing the 
variable act as a producer and a consumer, or, on the contrary, both are consuming iL 
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All these parameters are deduced by using an abstract interpretation which will 
'"~ociate a connection graph with every program clause. As long as a program can be 
r"'cculed in different modes (a variable can be an input or output variable during different 
C'Xccutions of a program), each connection graph wiJI be fonned by a set of graphs, each 
one representing a possible execution of the program. When the program is called, only one 
uf these graphs will represent its execution. 
l'wmple 4J: Given the following Parlog program lO pennute a list 

mode perm(?.''). mode ~U!ct(",?/'). 
perm([JJ]). select(X,[XjXs] Xs). 
perm(X,[R/Rs])<- select(X,[YfYs],[Yfa})<-

select(R.X,Y), select(X.Ys:ZS). 
perm(Y .Rs). 

We want to infer the following 
mode graph related to the second clause, 
where penni represents the head alOm 
nnd penn2 the perm atom in the body. 

4.1 Abstract interpretation 

(R.s) pam2 

pam~J~ 
sdecl 

Figure 1. 

The abstract domain abstracts each program term with the set of atoms which produce or 
consume some of its variables. When a term is itself a variable, and concurrent logic 
languages have single assignment, only one of the atoms in this set can be the producer of 
tJ1c variable. 

Definition 4.1: Let l dp be a set of identifiers of the atoms of the clauses of a Parlog 
program P. The abstract interpretation to analyze the program structure is 
<Dmode, flmode.Tennp>, where 

-the abstract domain is Dmode = 2/dpx{+,-}xN, where N is the set of natural 
numbers. So, an element in Dmode is a set of 3-uple (id,s,n) each one containing an 
atom identifier id, a sign s E { + ,-} to indicate whether the atom identified by id is a 
producer or a consumer, and a natural number n. From now on, we denote with idsn 
the 3-uple {id,s,n). 

-the abstraction function amode: Term ~ 2°-" is defined by am(t) = {s;) ;. itJSn 
E s; iff there exists some variable in the atom 1 that is produced or consumed by the 
atom identified by id. The natural number n. indicates the position in the alOm t where 
the variable produced or consumed by id is placed. When this position is clear, we 
will omit this parameter. 
For example, amode(a(x)) = ((a+j,{a"}). The abstraction indicates that there are two 

different data directions: the variable x can be produced by the atom a, or by the 
environment of this atom. 

ln generaJ, the set of identifiers which will be taken account in lhe abstraction will bo 
deduced by the contexL A single atom, a set of atoms, or the atoms in a clause may be 
considered. · · 
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. • I • • • ) The abstract base IS Bmode =\ p(t1, ... ,t,.): pePred",t; eD"""" . The meaning of an 

element of B:W,u. p(t;, ... ,t:), is that the term placed in the argument position ; iJ 
produced and consumed by the atoms in t;•. The abstract interpretations will be elements o1 

the poset (2B.:O.u.d. It may be that two abstract atoms with the same predicate symbol 
appear in an abstract interpretation. This will mean that, at this moment, the direction or 
the data flow is not known. 

We will only consider abstract interpretations wh-ich contain the producer and 
consumer atoms whose identifiers appear in their elements. 

Definition 4.2 (Graph related to an abstract interpretation): Given an abstract interpretation . . 

IeflmD<k, we associate it the directed and labeled graph Gr(l)=(V EJ where: 
- V is the set of vertices, containing all the identifiers of atoms which are in the 

arguments of the elements of I. 
- E is the set of arcs, containing the pairs (v1.v.2J (vJ, v2 e V) such that two abstract 

atoms exist in/, with these identifiers, and v2 appears in v1 as a consumer atom and vJ 
appears in v2 as the producer atom. This means that these two atoms share at l~t one 
variable (the label of the arc) which is produced by v 1 and is consumed by v2. 

I 

Definition 4.3 (Mode substitution): A mode substitution is an application which associates 
each variable with the set of atom identifiers which produce or consume it 

For instance, if G: Var ~ Dmode is a mode substitution and xl(p+ ,c-) e a this 

means that the variable x is produced by the atom with the identifier p and is consumed by 
the atom with the identifier c. 

A mode substitution 1.1 is related to a set of atoms Atom if the set of atoms whose 
identifiers appear in the 3-uples of XJ.l is included in atoms for all xesup(JJ.)l. So xl(c·j 
could appear in a mode substitution related to the set of atoms {consume} indicating thal 
the variable xis consumed by the atom identified by c. However, this information could be 
completed with xl { c-,p+} if the mode substitution is related to other set of atoms, 
{consume,produce}. Note that the atom, in the consume environment, that produces the 
variable x is specified in the second example. 

A mode substitution p. related to the set {a} is valid if var(a) c: sup(J.l) and for all 
variables x FE var( a), id5 e xp., id being the identifier of a 

The definition 4.4 explains how the mode information conLained in a mode 
substitution is communicated to a standard substitution by a mixed composition. 

Definition 4.4 (Bottom-up mode spreading): Let(]= {x;!tJ; be a standard substitution, and 

J.l a mode substitution related to an atom with var(Li)!;:; sup(p.J for all i, then the bottom-up 
mode spreading of J.l with respect to a, denoted by J.l t CJ, is the mode substitution obtained 
as follows: 

- if all variables in li are associated with the identifier of the atom followed by the 
sign+(-) then we associatex; with the same identifier followed by the same sign+(-). 

- in any other case, J.l t CJ=e. 

1 sup J.l is the support of the map J.l. 
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For instance, if CJ = {x/f(xJ .X2). ylg(/(yJ))} and p. = {x11[p·].x21{p·].yJI(p+jj then 
lhc bouom-up mode spreading is J.l fe1 = {xl{p-), yl(p+jj. 

The definition 4.5 realizes the same work that the previous one but in inverse way: 

/)ejinitwn 4.5 (Top-down mode spreading): Let CJ= {x;ltj}; be a standard substitution, and 
J.l a mode substitution with var(tj) c: sup(JJ.) for aU i, then the top-down mode spreading of 
Jl with respect to (],denoted by p.tcr, is the mode substitution obtained by associating the 
voriables in li with XiJ.l• 

The following definition explains' how the mode inf6rmation saved in different mode 
1mbstitutions related to sets of atoms is expanded to the oonjunction of these atoms. 

Oejinition 4.6 (Valid conjunction of mOde substitutions): Given J.lJ•· ··•P.n valid mode 
Nubstitutions which relate a set of variables of n atoms to their mode, we consider the 
f{llbStitution J.l = U .. 11li Obtained by joining the rangeS Of each variable for a1J variables in 
the supports of J.li· 

Not all mode substitutions obtained in the previous way are interesting, as they can 
contain nonsense information: 

A mode substitution of a set of atoms is valid if no variable is bound to two producer 
atoms, and if a variable is produced and consumed by the same atom, then it appears in 
argument positions with a different mode declaration (in the Parlog sense). 

The following definition specifies how to obtain valid (with the previous meaning) 
mode information about a clause from its body mode information. To do this, the variables 
directionality is considered in a similar way to [9,23). . 

If P is Parlog program, and C e Clausep, we denote the set of vanables that appears 
in the head and in the body of the clause with hvar(C) and bvar(C), respectively. The 
clements of hvar(C) are called global variables, and they connect the atom head with the 
environment The elements of bvar(C)-hvar(C) are called local variables, and they permit 
the communication of information between body atoms. Let ivar and ovar be the sets of 
variables that appear in the input and output arguments, respectively. 
Definition 4.7 (Mode substitution of a clause): Let C=h <-g : bJ •... ,bm.E Clausep, P 

being a Parlog program, and let vbe a valid mode substitution related to the conjunction of 
atoms which form the clause. Let us suppose that the atom identifiers are h, b 1·· .. ,bm·· A 
mode substitution of the clause vc is obtained by adding bindings to vas follows: 

-if x FE hvar(C) n bva;(C) then 
-if x ~ var(g) and xvonly contains atom identifiers with the sign-. then h- is 
added toxv. 
-if x ~ var(g) and xv contains one atom identifier with the sign +, then h+ is 
added toxv. 
-if x e var(g) and the head positions in which x appears are identified by h1, ... ,hA: 
(for example, numbering from left to right the apparitions of x in the head), a 
mode substitution is obtained choosing a head position i e {I •... .k] as an input 
and the rest in any way, that is adding {h[, h/ I je{J •... .k}. se(+,-), iytj} to xv2. 

2Different mode substitutions can be generated by choosing differen.t indices in the set 
(l, ... ,k}. 
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- if .x € hvar(C) - bvar(C) then 
- if .x € ivar-ovar and .x appears at least two times in the head, h- is added to .xv. - if .x € ivar n ovar and .x appears at most once in an input argument, and the head positions in which .x appears are identified with hq •...• ht (as in the previous case), 
a substi tution is obtained considering an apparition i E {1, ... ,Jc} as an output 
position and the rest as input positions, that is, adding { h;+, h[/ ijE { 1 .... ,It:.}, i.,tj} to XV. 

- if .x E ivar n ovar and x appears more than once in input positions then a mode substitution is obtained taking these appearances are input positions, and the rest in any way, that is, adding {h-J, ... ,h·;.hs;+J• ... ,hslc} toxv where {l , ... ,Jc] are the 
head positions in which x appears and { 1 •.. .• i] the input positions. Finally, if a head position is ground: 
- if it is an input position, we substitute it with a fresh variable x in the clause C, and h· is added to XV. 
- if it is an output position, we substitute it with a fresh variable x in the clause C, and h+ is added to v. 

We pretend that the mode substitutions give one directionality IO!each clause; that is, they must inform whether a variable is produced by the environment of the atom which called the clause or is produced by the clause, and in this case, which atom in body of the clause produced the variable. So, the following definit ion establishes which mode substitutions provide this son of information. 
Definition 4.8 (Valid mode substitution of a clause): A mode substitution J.L of a clause is valid if - Given x € ivar-ovar , if xJ Bx € J.L and itr € B.x then id'+ € Bx exists. 

- if xl8x E J.L and id 1 +. id2 + E Bx exists then, at most one of the identifim 
belongs to a body atom. 

The definition 4.9 gives the behavior of the abstract immediate consequence operator. 
Definition 4.9 (Abstract immediate consequence operator T mode): An abstract interpretation js a set of program atoms accompanying the mode substitution which shows the mode of the atom variables. The set of atoms, however, where each one is reduced, is going to maJce explicit. So, the pair (h <-g : b 1 ... . ,bm ;J.L) could be an element of an abstract 
interpretation. Its meaning is the following: atom h can be obtained, by executing atoms g. b 1 •. . .• bm with the mode infonnation provided by J.L. 

Given an atom p, and a mode substi tution J.l, the mode substi tution J.llp restricted top 
is J.L/p = {xlc.x : x E sup(J.L) ex= XJ.l n {p+,p-}). In a similar way, we can form the :estriction of a mode substitution with respect to a set of atoms. 

T mode( I)= {(C;JJ.) such that C = h <-g : b] , .... bm and 
for all jE{l .... ,n}, there exist (b'j<-Bj.'-,j) € I and q = mgu(b'j.b"j). 
being b':jBj = bj (b"j only containing fresh variables), 
v = u j -t(Albjj o;)i9j and J.L = vcJ 

In this set only the valid mode substitutions are considered. It is not totally correct to :onsider (C;JJ.) as an element of an abstract interpretation, instead of it hJ.L must be :onsidered. However, with this abuse of notation, the atoms in which a given atom is educes remain explicit.. what is very useful to build the connection graph. 
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The ope.rator T mode obtams information from the empty set in a bottom-up way. In rnl'h step, it gives the infonnation that can be deduced using its parameter and the program , hu1scs. Therefore, it is clear that T mode( I) ;:2/, so T mode is monotone, and as the sets of 1lnuses and the clause atoms are finite, the fixed point ofT mtXJe exists. 
By using the definition 4.3 we build the graphs of the fixed point ofT mode· 
The operator calculates all possible graphs that can be obtained from the graphs in the ar!;ument The following example shows how it works. 

l•'wmple 4.2: H the program that permutes a Jist is consideiect 
'l'mode(fb) = {(select(X,{X/Xs],Xs),{Jl.JJ..L2,J1.3J..l4]),(perm(X,Y),{a})] =I] where 

J.LJ = {XI{s[,SJ+J, Xsi{S2- ,sj+JJ J.l2= {XI{SJ.",SJ+J, Xsl{s2+ .Sj-}} 
J.LJ= {XI{S2+ .srJ. Xsl(iz· .s3+)) · 1-'4= {XI{S2+ .sJ+], Xsi{S2+ ,sJ-}} 
a= {XI{p·j, Yl(p+]J 
The djfferent mode substitutions related to the first clause obtained correspond to tllffcrent calls from the environment. For example select(X,[3,2] ,Xs), select(X.[3/Xs} ,[2])., .rtlect(3,{X ,2] .Xs)., select(3,[X/Xs].[2]). 

Tmode(lJ ) = IJ v{ (c4.{C11,C1J. ,C1J,C14) ), (c2.{aJ})]whert 
C1J = (XI{s]+•sh)+j, Ysl{s",sh"} , Zsl{s+ ,sh+j, Yl{sh3+ .sh2-ll 
C12 = {XI{sJ+•shJ+], Ysl{s",sh·j, Zsl(s+ ,sh+) , Yl{shJ-,Sh2+)) 
e13 = {XI{sr·shrJ. Ysl(s+,sh+J, Zsl{s· ,sh·], Y!{shJ+,sh2-}} 
e14 = {XI{sr•shr} . Ysl(s+,sh+J , Zst{s· ,sh"} , Yt{sh3-.sh2+)) 
a) = {X/{s2·. ph·). Rl{sJ+, ph+] , Rsl(p+, ph+] , Yl{sJ+. p·]] 
In the previous example, the identifier of the head atom consists of the initial of its name followed by h, and the different appearances of a variable in an atom are differentiated with a number indicating the argument in which each one appears. 
The second iteration is the fixed point of the operator. It is important to note that the ronnection graph of (c2.{a1]) is the one which appears in Figure L 

5 Type Analysis 
An abstract interpretation which infers the structure of the terms to which variables are bound is proposed here. To define the abstract domain, we keep the term structure (defined 
'"~ a Cartesian product) as the variables visible. 
Defin ition 5.1 (Abstract domain): The abstract domain defined to represent the type inrormation is: Dtypc = { 1) u var u (u Drypc") where D" = Dx. · .xD . . The symbol 1 will represent any constant of the prograltf,0 Var is the set of all~a!JabTes and the structure is represented by the Cartesian producL 
Oefinition 5.2 (Abstraction function): The abstraction function arype: Term ~ Dtypt is 
clcfi ncd as follows: Given t E Term then 

a) if arity(t) = 0 then . al} arype(t) =tift E Var a2) arype(t) = 1 if t E Const 
b) if arity(t) = n>O then . bl) a1ype(t) = (atype(tJ) ... .. arype(tn)),lj beang the n arg~ments of 1. 
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So. under this abstraction, the terms f(X,b) and g(X .a) are equivalents, as the abslraetion of 
each one of then is the abstract structure (X,/). 

Jn general, when an abstract substitution is defined, the abstract domain is a finite or 
noetherian lattice, so the immediate consequence operator finds its fixed point in fmite 
time. However, this cannot be assured with the previous definition (supposing that the 
"more instantiated than" order has been defined on Drype). since we can find terms with any 
depth in Dtype· To solve this problem, we iterate T1ype at the same time as another 
abstract immediate consequence operator. So. the termination ofT type wiU happen when 
the other operator obtains its fixed point Until now, the definition of finite abstract 
domains has been seen indispensable in abstract interpretation, but with this example we 
demonstrate that it is possible to infer information using non-noetherian domains. 

Definition 5.3 (Abstract immediate consequence operator): The immediate consequence 
operator T type related to the abstraction <Dtype.CXJype.Term> is defmed as: 

Ttype(l) .. {h-e / C =h <-G:bJ, ... ,bn. E Clause and b1
4 El and 

'C = amgu((b]a1 ... .. bna1).(bJ• , ... . b11*))} where amgu is the most 
general abstract substitution that makes its arguments equal. 

6 Term Dependence Analysis 
To analyze the cost of executing a process, we need to know its da~ size. However~ this 
value will only be known during the execution of the program. Here, we establish an 
abstract interpretation which deduces, during compilation. the arguments of a predicate 
intervening in the creation of every argument This information together with the type 

information will be enough to infer the size relations between the arguments in the atoms. 
The abstract domain of this abstract interpretation consists of a set of naturals, that is 

the argument positions which the construction of an argument depends on. 

Definition 6.1 (Abstract Domain): To analyze the dependence between arguments the 
abstract domain Ddep is defined by Ddep=2N· N being the set of natural numbers. 

So if Bdep = {p(tJ* •... ,tn•) I p E Predn and t/ E Ddep} and if p((2.3},{1},{1}) E 

Bdep• this will mean that the rust argument of p/3 depends on the second and the third, or 
equivalently, that if {IJ. 12. tJ} are the arguments of the standard term p, then var(IJ) n 
var(t2) :;t ~and var(IJ) n var(IJ) :;t ~. and there is no dependence between the rest of the 

arguments. 

Definition 6.2 (Abstraction function): The abstraction function adep : Term ~ Ddep 
appl ied to a standard term 1 = p(tJ .... . tn) is defined as adep(t) = p(CJ, ... ,cn) if for all 
i=l, ...• n. Ci is the least set of indices verifying that for all jEc; var(t;) n var(tj) :;t f). 

For example, fXdep(p(f(x,y),x,y)) = p({2J}.{J},{I}) 

Definition 6.3 (Abstract immediate consequence operator): Given two atoms p(t 1 ... . ,tn) and 

q( s 1 , .. . ,s mJ and an abstract atom q*( d* 1 •.. . .d.• m>· the data dependence of p deduced using q 
and q*, denoted by m(p,q,q*) is p*(c1• •.. . ,c11•) wherejEc;* iff there exists an index I 51cSm 

so that var(t;) n var(sk) :;t(/J, and k'Ed*k verifying that var(~) n var(Sk') :;t~. 

Given an abstract interpretation I E 2841P, the abstract immediate consequence 
operator is defined: 
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Tt~eJII) = { p(CJ ... . ,cn) I there exists Cali<-G:b1·· ··•bm E Clause, 
such that hlJdep=p( c'l·· .. ,c'nJ and 
foe all i exists b*; E I 
and c; = c'; v(vjlij) U = J..mi=l .. n) 

where m(h.bjob*j) = p{dJjo-··•dnjJ) 
The operator T dep is clearly monotone and, in a finite number of iterations, reaclles its 

fJ.Xed point. as the next example show~: 

Example 6.1: The same code as in the previous example is considered: 

Tt~q,(~) = {perm(0,0). T~Up(TiUp(~)) = {perm((2},{1}), 
select({2},{1 J}.{2})} select({2},{1 J}.{2})} = 

= T dep(T iUp(T dqi0 ))) 

7 Integration of Type and Dependence Analysis. 
We need to know during compilation the relation between the size of input and outpUt 
arguments of an atom to deduce its compile time cost function. To establish the input and 
output arguments of a process, the direction of the program must be known. However, this 
parameter is only known during the execution. So, we will associate a function cost to each 
possible direction which is saved in the connection graph deduced before. 

The analysis we propose is based on the abstraction of the structure of the term (using 
type analysis) and size relations between the different arguments in the atoms {obtained as 
explained below). This method has the advantage that analyzing type and dependence 
separately is easier, and we can use the type information even though the abstract domain is 
not noetherian. 

We have to choose a measure to establish the data size. The absolute value /./, the 
depth of a structure /./s are some of the measures used in (9]. As we are going to work with 
abstract terms of Dtype. we have to redefine the measures. Only the measure /./s wiU be 

extended, but the rest could be extended in the same way. So, we define the abstract measure 
/./, as follows: 

a) 111 = 0 b) I(X,Xs)l = 1 + IXsl c) I{X,Xs)l = I(X,l)l + IXsl 
d) Ill = J., otherwise. 

The rule c is important because we are not interested in the concrete measure of a 
term , but in the relation of its size with the rest of the arguments, so it is necessary lO keep 
the name of its variables explicit 

In the analysis of size relations, we only consider programs with well moded clauses, 
which will be provided by the connection graph. 

Definition 7.1 (Well moded clause): A program clause is well moded [9] if 
a) Each variable which appears in an input position in a body atom, also appears 

either in an input position of the clause head or in an output position of other body atom. 
b) Each variable which appears in an output position of a body literal, also appears 

either in an output position of the clause head or in an input position in some body literal. 
It is possible to deduce the size of the output arguments as a function of the input 

arguments for these types of clauses. 
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The input (output) arguments of a clause will be those in which all their variables arc 
associated with atom identifiers followed by-(+) in the connection graph. 

Definition 7.2 (Mixed abstract interpretation to deduce size relations): This abstract 
interpretation is the Cartesian product of the abstract intel))retalion to deduce the type and 
the abstract interpretation to deduce the term dependence, where the abstraction function iJ 
defined in the natura] way <Dtypt x DtJep, a1ypeXCJ.dep.Term>. 

For each clause, we take the mode substitutions defined by the connection graph. This 
substitution gives a direction to the vaiiables in the head of lhe clause. We only consider 
the mode substitutions which provide lhe same sign to all the variables in every argumenL 
(It would not be difficult to extend the method in order to work with the rest of mode 
substitutions, but this would unnecessarily complicate this technique). 

Theorem: If a program has all its clauses well moded then it is possible to deduce the 
output arguments from the input arguments of the clause. 

This theorem establishes that if a variable in the head of the clause is produced by lhia 
clause, it is possible to build the term to which the variable is bound by combining the 
variables produced by the environment of the clause. That is, the clause can be considered as 
a function that has some input variables and provides output variables. So for lhe well 
moded clauses, type analysis gives the output arguments with only

1 
variables in the input 

arguments or fresh variables, so it is possible to infer the size of lhe output arguments 
from the size of the input arguments as follows: 

Let i be an output argument, and li lhe set of input arguments related to i, generated 
by lhe term dependence analysis. 

I .-Calculate the size of ti by applying the abstract measure as a function of its 
variables. 
2.-Calculate the size of tj (je Ii), like in I , but only making explicit the variables of y 
that also appear in li· 
3.-Repeat the following steps until size expression of li has no variables of the 
arguments of li. 

3.1.-If x e var(ti) n var(tj) for same j e li then this variable is substituted by the 
result of finding its size in the corresponding expression obtained by the second step. 
3.2.-If some variable cannot be found in the expressions of the second step, the size 

.L is given as li . 

As consequence of the previous theorem, the each term bound to an output variable 
can be built using the terms bound to lhe input variable, so the size of an output argument 
can be obtained combining the sizes of input arguments. That means that the previous 
algorithm always finishes. 

So, the combination of the al;lstract interpretations proposed consists of the dcfmition 
of a mixed abstract immediate consequence operator. 

T((J1J2)) = {(P1.P2) I P1€T typefl 1J and P2ET dep(/2)} 
~he termination ofT occurs when T finds the fixed point in its second component. At 

this moment, we apply the previous algorilhrn to Lhe strUctures and the data dependence 
deduced and obtain the size dependence that we are searching for. 

Example 7.1: Using the same code as in the other examples: 
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T(~) = {( select(X ,(X Xs)Xs), select( {2} ,{ 1,3) ,{2} ). (perm(X,Y),perm(~.~))} 
{s1 = J... s2 = .L, s3 = s2 -1} (select); {s1 = 0, S2 = 0) (ptrm) 
S2 = 1 + /XS/L S1 = 1. S3 = {XsfL 
and applying the previous algorilhm the relation s3 = s2 - 1 is ~btained. 

T(T(~)) = Tp(~) u {(select(X,(Y.(X.Xs)),(Y Xs)), select({2},{1 ,3),{2})) 
(perm( (X .I ),(X,1 )),perm({2},{1) )) 

{s1 = L S2 = J... s3 = S2 -1) (select); {s1 = _1, S2 = s1) (ptrm) 

If we suppose that the connection analysis has provided the following information 
about the inpul/output arguments oflhe program clause: select(+,-,+), perm(-,+), we would 
obtain the next size relations by applying the algorithm: · 

Select: s2 = f(Y.(X.Xs))/L = /(Y,J )fL + f(X,1 )/L + fXsiL SJ = .1. 
s3 = J(Y .Xs)fL = /(Y,1)1L + fXsiL 

So, we can deduce that s3 = s2 -/XsfL + f(X,1)1L + {XsfL = s2 -1, that is, the list in 

1he second argument has one element more than the list in the third argument 
Perm: s2 =/(XJ)IL SJ =/(X,1)1L· 

So we can deduce that s2 = s1, that is, the list in the frrst and second argum~nts have 
the same number of elements. 

8 Analysis of Process and Communication Costs 
The cost of processes and communications is represented by two functions F r and F cf, 
respectively. These functions associate an expression to every vertex and every arc in the 
subgraphs belonging to the connection graph GC. Given~ vertex v in a graph gC € G'. 
FyC(v) is a function which represents the relation between the weight of a process 

abstracted by v and the process which called it. Its real arguments corresponds lO lhe size of 
the concrete process data. Therefore, lhis parameter will be bound during the execution. 
Analogously, if (v 1 ,v2) is an arc of gc, the function F cC(v 1. v2) gives the number of read 
and write instrUctions that would take place if the processes abstracted by VJ and "2 were 
distributed. This function is calculated by ·determining the size of the variable shared by the 
processes, as it was explained in the Section 6 . 

The cost of executing a process depends on the clause committed to reduce it. If this 
clause is not recursive, then the cost is calculated as the sum of the costs of the processes 
in the body clause, but if the clause is recursive the discussion is more complicated. To 
treat with recursive clauses, iteration parameters are introduced in (21]. These parameters 
represent the predicate argument to which the process is applied. NormaUy, the process 
fmishes when this parameter reaches a given state. The iteration parameter of a predicate 
will be the argument of its function cost. 

In our work, the iteration parameter will be the input one whose size changes in every 
iteration of the immediate consequence operator T type· This is established by calculating 
the difference (in absolute value) between lhe head on the parameter in the fast iteration of 
the operator, and the rest of the iterations. If several parameters have lhis condition then one 
of them will be chosen. 



Example 8.1: The iteration parameter of the clauses penn and select is their unique input 

argument, that is the second and the frrst parameter, respectively. 

The compile Lime cost function of a procedure is calculated as the sum of the cost 

functions of the predicates in its body, plus a conslant representing the cost of unifying lhe 

head (1 in the example). Here, we need to know the relation between the sizes of the atoms 

inferred in the section 6, as to specify the argument of the cost function of an atom in the 

body. we have to relate the size of its parameters with the iteration parameter. 

Example 8.2: To calculate the compile lime cost function of the second clause of the select 

predicate select(X,[Y/Ys} ,[Y/Zs/)<-select(X,Ys.ZS) it is necessary to l.alce into accoWltlhat 

the iteration parameter is the second one. So F s(/12/) = 1 + F s(ft'21). where ft21 = 1 + {Ys/, 

and /12/ = /Ysf, that is,/12/ = 1 +/t'2f. Therefore, (1) is obtained by substituting ft'll by ft21-

1 in the previous equation. The rest of equations are calculated in the same way: 

Select Ts = F sfs2) = 1 + F s(sz -1) (1); F s{O) = 1 

If this recurrence equation is solved, F s(n) = n + 1 is obtained, where n represents lhe 

size of the second argument of select 
Perm Tp= Fp(sJ)=l+Fs{sJ)+Fp(sJ-1); Fp(O)=l 

We can obtain this equation from the second clause of perm in the example 4.1 

because it has been possible to know the relation between the size of X (first argument of 

the ll!-om perm in the head) ~d. Y (first argument of the atom perm in the body). Using the 

relatJon generated by analysiS 10 the example 6.1, that is SJ = s2 - 1 we can establish that 

the list Y has one element less than X. 
After resolving the recurrence equation F p(n) = n2 + 2n + 1 is obtained where n 

represents the size of the ftrst argument of perm. 
Finally, the example 7.3 shows how to realize the compile time analysis of the 

predicate perm, using all the information provided by the previous analysis as it was 

explained in the Section 2. 

Example 8.3: A complete granularity Analysis: Following the connection analysis studied 

in the example 4.2, we obtain the connection graph in the Figure 1, and using the compile 

time cost functions in the example 7.2, we can associate the following functions to each 

graph vertex, where n =s 1 is the size of the flrst argument of perm 1. 

Fr(perml) (n) = 1 

Fr(select) (n) = n + 1 Fr{perm2) (n)= (n-1)
2 

+ 2(n-1) +1 

n 2 + 2n + 1 n 2 + 2n + 1 

The communication cost is calculated by using the relation of the size of the variables 

shared by the processes, that are explicit in the connection graph, with the iteration 

parameter of the clause. So, the communication between the atoms identified by perm] and 

select in the graph is given by the. relation size between the variables Rand X in the second 

clause of perm and the iteration parameter of this clause, X. Using the size relations 

obtained in the Example 7.1, it can be inferred that R has size 1. That means that the cost 

of executing the atom select in another processor increases with the size of the iteration 

parameter. The rest of the functions are calculated in a similar way, obtaining: 

F cf{perml .select)(n)=n+l; F cf(select.perm2)(n)=n-J; F cf(perm2.perm1) (n) = n - 1 

At the beginning of the execution, we establish the size of the initial processes. and 

then the function Fr can be accurately calculated by multiplying the functions obtained 

during compilation by this factor. The function Fc;e will be defined by using the distance 

between the processors to which we want to distribute the processes, and the cost of one 

write or read instruction in a distant node. The variable n always refers to the size of the 

Iteration parameter of the head of the clause. 

Conclusions 
A framework to analyze the granularity of concurrent logic languages has been designed 

based on abstract interpretation. The method contains several analyses such as a connection 

nnalysis 10 deduce the program structure, a type analysis to infer the structure of the terms 

In a process, and an analysis of the reiations of the process argument size. The method 

proposed is realized during compilation, although the results obtained are completed with 

execution parameters. The analyses have~, designed for this application specifically, so 

they infer only the information used here. 
The paper also presents a combination of two abstract interpretations to analyze type 

and dependence by Cartesian product in which one of them has no related n~therian 

domain. Future work is focused on designing algorithms to find the best distribution of 

processes in parallel architecture. Also, a prototype of the approach is being developed. 
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Abstract 

Operators that systematically produce more precise abstract interpretationa 
from simpler ones a.re interesting. In this paper we present a formal study of 
one such operator: the powene.t. 

The main achievements of the paper are described below: 

• A formal definition of the powerset operator is given. For a.ny given ab
stract interpretation 'D = (D, 01, ••• , o~o), where D is the abstract domain 
a.nd o1 , ••• , o~o are the abstract operations, this operator provides a new 
abstract interpretation P('D) = (P(D), ot, ... , o:). Thus, the powerset 
concerns also the abstract operations of, that a.re constructively defined 

from the Oi
1
8. 

• A necessary a.nd sufficient condition guaranteeing that P(D) is strictly 
better than D is given. 

• The general theory is applied to the well-known abstract interpretation 
'P'R.OP for ground-dependence analysis of logic programs. It is shown 
that P(P'R.OP) is strictly better tha.n P'R.OP. 

1 Introduction 

H is widely acknowledged that the accuracy of a data-flow analysis depends on the 
expressiveness of the abstract interpretation chosen. Thus, it becomes very inter
esting to have operators that systematically produce new and possibly more precise 
abstract interpretations from simpler ones. In this paper we study one such opel'&
tor: the powerset. The main motivation for studying the powerset is obvious: it can 
generate very expressive interpretations. In fact, the powerset abstract domain gains 
the capability of expressing the logical disjunction of the properties represented by 
the original domain. Moreover, it is also worth noticing that a "hidden" powerset 

operator is employed when defining analyses or abstract semantics that collect sets of 

abstract values ((BGL93, CDG93]). 
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The powerset operator bas also b een studied by Cousot and Cousot in {CC79} 

)getber with the cartesian product, the disjoint sum and the function space), and 

Ler in [CC92] . However, in these papers the Cousots were concerned only with lifting 

•stract domains to their powerset. They did not study the corresponding lifting of 

c abstract operations. On the contrary, in this paper we deal with both aspects. ~ 

r as the abstract domains are concerned, in [FR94) it is shown that our definition 

equivalent to that of [CC92] . 

Given any interpretation 'D, .= (D, 01, •.. , oa}. abstracting the concrete one C = 

.::;',of, ... , of}, we describe bow to systematically construct its powerset P(1J) = 

P{D), ot, ... , o;). The main questions about this construction are: Does P(1J) also 

bstract C? Is the abstract domain P(D) always better than D? The theory developed 

l this paper answers these questions as follows. 

1. We show that P('D) abstrad.s C when the following two conditiona hold: 

• the concrete domain Cis a complete meet-distributive lattice (this is true 

for every lattice p(X) ordered with set-theoretic inclusion); 

• every concrete operation of is join complete (more precisely, it.only suffices 

j oin completeness on certain subsets of C). 
1 

2. As expectable, the abstract domain P(D) is never worse than D. P(D) is strictly 

better than D iff the concretization map of the Galois connection between C 

and D is not join complete. Since this is a quite unusu al condition, P(D) ia 

very often strictly better than D. Furthermore, the powerset is idempotent, i.e. 

P(P(D)) is equivalent to P(D). 

The powerset operator defined in this paper can be used to lift any abstract in

terpretation. In order to verify its usefulness, we apply it to the well-known abstract 

interpretation 1''R-O'P ([MS89, CFW91]), whose abstract domain consists of {ci8BSC8 

wrt semantic equivalence of) propositional formulae. 'P'R.O'P is used for the ground

ness and equivalence analysis of logic programs. We show that P(rR.O'P) is strictly 

better than 'P'R.O'P. This result is rather surprising. In fact, one would expect 

'P'R-O'P to be able to "simulate" any element {It , .. . ,/0 } of P('P'R.O'P) with the 

formula ft V ... V /n . However, we show that this is not the caae. 

The results given ·here are described and shown in detail in the full version of the 

paper [FR94}. 

2 Preliminaries 

We start by recalling the d~finitions of Galois connection and insertion.1 

D e finition 2 .1 lf C and Dare posets and cr: C--+ D , -y: D--+ Care monotonic 

functions such that Vc E C. c $c -y(cr(c)) and Vd ED. cr(-y(d)) $o d, then we call thf 

quadruple {'Y,D,C,cr) a Galois connection (G.c.) between C and D. 

I For the notiona of latti~ theory the reader i.a re.ferred to the classical textbook [Birtl7]. 

If in addition Vd ED. cr(-y(d)) = d, then we call (-y, D, C, cr) a G4/oia iuerlion (G.i .) 

of Din C . 

We also recall that the above definition of G .c. is equivalent to that of adjunction: 

(-y,D,C,cr) is an adjunction if'Vc E C.Vd ED. cr(c) $o d ~ c $c -y(d). cr (-y) is 

called a /eft (right) Gil joint to -y ( cr ). . 

In the setting of abstract interpretat ion, C and D are called, respectively, the 

concrete and the abstract domain, whereas cr and 'Y are called the abstraction and the 

concretization map, respectively. The abstract domain consists of approximated rep

resentations of properties of the values of the concrete domain. Both on the concrete 

and on the abstract domain, a partial order relation describing the relat ive precision 

of the values is defined: z $ 11 me&ns that z is more precise than Jl. The concretiza

tion function gives the concrete value corresponding to an abstract property, whereas 

for a concrete value the abstraction function gives its best (wrt the ordering of p) 

abstract approximation. If (-y, D , C, cr) is a G.i., then it is possible to verify that the 

concretization and abstraction mappings, -y and cr, are 1-1 and onto, respectively. 

Thus in this case, each value of the abstract domain D is useful in the representation 

of the concrete domain C as all the elements of D represent distinct members of C . 

We next recall some well-known results concerning Galois connections and inser

tions. 

Proposition 2.2 

(i) lf(-y , D ,C ,cr) is a G.c. between the poseta C and D , then a preserou lub's and 

'Y preseroes glb 's {[GHK+so, MSS86, CC92)) . 

(ii) If ('Y, D, C , a) is 4 G. i. of the poset D in the complete lattice C, then D is 4 

complete lattice too ([MSS86, CC92}) . 

(iii) Let C and D 6e posets, and let 'Y : D --+ C that presenJM glb 's; in addition, 

for all c E C assume that no{d ED: c $c -y(d)} exist!. 

If we define cr: C--+ D as cr(c) = no{d ED : c $ c -y(d)}, then (-y ,D,C, a) is 

a G.c. between C and D. 

Moreover, if -y #s 1-1 then we obtain a G.i. of D in C {[GHK+so, MSS86, 

CC92J) . 

In case C and D are complete lattices, (i) says us that cr and -y are complete join 

and complete meet morphisms, respectively. In a G.c., and thence in an adjunction 

as well, one mapping uniquely determines the other (see e.g. [GHK+so)). Then a 

defined in {iii} will be the only mapping such that ( 'Y, D, C, cr) is a G .c. (it is "the" 

left adjoint to -y). Moreover, starting with cr : C - D it is possible to state the 

dual version of {iii). We will assume from now on that both concrete and abstract 

domains C, D are posets, unless otherwise asserted. 

If of, ... , of are all the operations defined on the concrete domain that expre&ll 

the semantics, then C = (C, of, ... , of} is called the concrete interpretation . Thus il 

('Y, D , C, cr) is a G.c., it is necessary to define the abstract operations over the abstract 
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naio D , simulating the behavior of the concrete operations on tbe properties rep
~nted by D. Therefore for each concrete operation of: C" x X---+ C, there must 
defined a corresponding abstract operation Oi : D" x X---+ D, that approximates 

We will call 1J == {D, o1, .• • , ok) an abstract interpretation. Sometimes, with 
light abuse of terminology, we will call ( 'Y, D, C, a) an (abstract) interpretation, 
regarding the abstract operations. For both concrete and abstract operations we 
. uire, as usual, the monotonicity. In the rest of the paper, for simplicity of notation, 
will consider both the concrete and the abstract operations working on a single 

;ument, viz., oc : C x X --· C, and correspondingly, OD ; D x X -D. The 
ension to the product domain is notationally tedious, but conceptually straight
ward. Furthermore, we will always refer to properties of the concrete and abstract 
~rations (e.g. monotonicity and join completeness) wrt their first argument. 

lfinition 2.3 ({CC77)) Let ('Y,D,C,a) be a G.e .. 

'i) Let oc : C x X ---+ C be a concrete operation, and Jet OD : D x X ---+ D be a 
corresponding abstract operation. 
We say that OD approximates (or is an approximation of) oc ifVd E D .Vz EX. 
oc('Y(d) , z) Sc 'Y(oD(d,z)). · 

I 

ii) If of, . . . , of are the concrete operations respectively approximated by Oi , .• • , Ok, 

then we say that 1J == {D, o1, .. . ,ok} abstracts C == {C, of, . .. , of}. 

The next definition compares the precision of representation of two different do
~ins that abstract the same concrete domain. 

lfinition 2.4 ([CFW92]) Let ('Y1, Dt,C,at) and ('Y2o D2, C,a2) be G.i.'s. Define 
~ following maps: 

I : Dt ---+ D2 g : D2 ---+ D1 
/(dt) == a2(·n(d1)) g(d2) = a1('Y2(d2)). 

~ say that D2 C-abstracts D1 if (g, D2, Dt,/) is a G.i.. 
rthermore, we say that D2 properly C-abstracts Dt, if D2 C-abstracts Dt and if 
does not C-abstr:act D2 (i.e. (/, D1 , D2,g) is not a GJ.). 

1e fact that D 2 C-abstracts D1 intuitively means that D1 is "less abstract" than 
: wrt C, and thus D 1's quality of representation is not worse; the quality is surely 
tter in the case of proper abstraction. This intuition is made more precise by the 
lowing result.3 

·oposition 2.5 {[CFW92J) Let {'Yt , Dt,C,at) and ('Y2 , D2,C,a2) be G.i. 'a. 
I (properly) C-abstracts Dt iffr2(D2) s; rt(Dt) (r2(D2) c 'Yt(Dt)). 

2 Both at the concrete and a t the abstract level, X is any possible set of auxiliary parameters alao 
.thematically UDJitruchued. 
3 In the paper we write S C T if S is a proper rubset ofT, and, as usual, if S is a partial orderinf 
:n o < b etanda for Cl S b and Cl ¢ b. · 

o')OJ 

Notice that if D2 properly C-abstract.s D1 then there exists d1 e D1 such that c == 
'Yt(dt) fi r2(D2), or equivalently c == 'Yt(at(c)) but c <c 'Y2(a2(c)), i.e. there exists a 
concrete value c that can be represented in D1 without Joss of information, whereas 
this is not possible in D2. 

The next definition formalizes a classical criterion of comparison between abstract 
interpretations ([CC79]). It is concerned only with the precision of the analyses, 
whereas it completely neglects their complexity . 

Definition 2.6 H 'Dt = {Dt, of•, ... , of•) and 1J2 = (D2, of2
, • • • , of2 ) both a~ 

s tract the concrete interpretation C == (C, of, . .. , of), then we say that 1J1 is better 
than 1J2 if: 

• D2 C-abstraets D1; 

• every abstract operation of• is (a) better (approzimation of of) than the co~-
responding operation of2

, · 

i.e. Vc E C.Vz eX. "Yt(of•(at(c),z)) $c r2(of'(a2(c), z)). 

Moreover, we say that 1J1 is str:ictly better than 1>2 if: 

• 'Dt is better than 1J2; 

• D2 properly C-abstracts Dt; 

• there ·exists at least one operation of• atrictly better than the corresponding 

of2
, i.e. of• is better than of2 and oj2 is not better than of• (thence, there 

exist c e c and 2: eX such that 'Yt(O; 1 (at(c),z)) <c 'Y2(of2 (a2(c),z))). 

Lemma 2.7 If of' is better than of2
, and (r1,D1,C,a1) i1 a G.i., then of• u 

strictly better than of2 iff3d1 e v •. 3z e x.'Yt(of•(d,, z)) <c 'Y2(of'(a2(rt(dt)), z)). 

,3 The Powerset Abstract Domain P(D) 

In this section we des~ribe the powerset operator on abstract domains. The construc
t ion relies on [CFW93]. The extension to the abstract operations is treated in the 
next section. 

In what follows we assume that Cis the concrete domain, Dis an abstract domain 
and ('Y , D,C,a) is a G.c .. For the following definitions the assumption of treating a 
G.c. between C and D suffices. Only at the moment of comparing P(D) and D we 
will need to assume that there is a G.i. of Din C. We also assume that the concrete 
domain is a comple~ely meet-distributive lattice, i.e. C must be a complete lattice such 
t hat for each family { c} };~~(i) s; C, nee I UJEJ(i) c} == UtpeF1_ 1 n;EJ c~(i)' where :Fr-J 

is the set of the functions If' defined over I and with values !f'(i) E J(i). This condition 
on the concrete domain C is not very restrictive, as it is satisfied by the powerset of 
any set, ordered with the set-theoretic inclusion, and most concrete domains drawn 
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in literature are of this sort. Notice that if we assume a G.i. of D in C, then, by 

Proposition 2.2 (ii), the fact that Cis a complete lattice implies that so is D. 

We define the following relation between subsets of D: 

if S1, S2 ~ D then S1 :.y S2 ~ uc,.(Sl) = Uc1'(S2), 

where as usual Uc0 = ..Lc. Obviously :., is an equivalence relation on p(D), and 

if S ~ D we denote its equivalence class by [S],. = {Z ~ D : S :,. Z}. By thia 

definition, two sets of abstract values are equivalent if the disjunctions (i.e. tub's) of 

their concrete meanings coincide. The abstract domain that we obtain by applying 

the powerset operator to D is defin~ a.s 

def' . 
P(D) = p(D)t • ., = {[Sj'T : S ~ D}. 

P(D) is defined as the quotient of p(D) modulo :.y in order to identify the equivalept 

subsets. An element [S].., of the new abstract domain P(D) assumes the intuitive 

meaning of logical disjunction of the abstract properties represented by the elements 

inS. 
We define the fat of [S].., E P(D) as t!![S]7 = U{Z ~ D : Z E [SJ.tj. We will 

now see that t!![S].., :., S, and thus [I!I[S]'T],. = [S]'T. Since t!![Sj,.
1 
is a superset of each 

member of [.5']7 , we will use it as the canonical representative of the class. 

Lemma 3.1 For [S],. E P(D) 

(i) t!![Sj'T :.y S; 

(ii) t!![S],. ={dE D : r(d) ~c Uc1'(S)} . 

We now define the following relation on P(D): 

if (SJ·n [TJ-r E P(D) th-en [S],. ~ [TJ7 ~ I!I[S],. ~ ~!![TJ-r · 

Notice that ~is a partial order on P(D) (antisymmetry follows by Lemma 3.1 {i)). 

In P(D) there are the top and the bottom elements: indeed by the ordering definition 

T P(D) = [D),. , and using Lemma 3.1 (ii) it is easy to verify that .l.P(D) = [0],. If, in 

addition, in D there is the top T D (it is possible to show that this holds if we start 

from a G .i. rather than a G.c.), then T P(D) = [{T D})., . 

Proposition 3.2 P(D) is a complete lattice, 

whe~ if S = {[S;)-r E P(D) : i E I) then UP(D )S = (Uie/ t!:J [Si)..,.]-r and nP(D)S = 

(niei t!:J (S;).., ]7 • 

Indeed, the lub can be simplified as follows: Up(D )S = [Uie/S;)7 . 

Next we are going to define the concretization map from the new powerset domain 

P(D) inC: 

,.•: P(D)- C 

r*([SJ7 ) = Uc'Y(S). 
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Obviously the concretization is well-defined , and its definition is very natural (recall 

the disj unctive meaning of each [S],., above mentioned). 

We exploit the hypothesis of complete meet-distributivity of the concrete domain 

C in the proof of the next lemma. 

Lemma 3.3 r i! a 1-1 complete meet morphism. 

The above lemma and Proposition 2.2 (iii) suggest to define the abstraction map as 

the left adjoint to ,.• in the following way: 

a* :C-P(D) 

a*(c) = nP(D){[S],. E P(D): c ~c r*([Sj,.)}. 

Therefore, we have shown the following result. 

Proposition 3.4 If (1', D , C, a) is o G. c., wht~ C is a completely meet-distributive 

lattice, then (1'*, P(D) , C, a*) is a G.i .. 

Let us now turn to the comparison of P(D) with D . Of course the precision of 

P(D) is not worse than that of D. 

Proposition 3.5 D C-abstracts P(D). 

Recalling Definition 2.4, the above proposition tells us that (a* or, D , P(D}, a o 1'*) 

is a G.i.. Iil order to find a stronger relationship between D and P(D), we need to 

assume, in addition to the complete meet-distributivity of C, also that (1', D , C, a) is 

a G.i. (hence, as above observed, also D i.s a complete lattice) . 

Proposition 3.6 lf(1', D ,C,a) is a G.i., then for evef'J [S],. E P(D) and dE D, 

a o 1'*([S]'Y) = UoS and a* o 1'(d) = [{d}]7 • 

The above proposition and the fact that for all dE D, r*([{d}]7 ) = r(d), emphasize 

that the expressive capabilities of Dis maintained in P(D) by the elements [{d}],., 

as one would expect. 
We now establish a necessary and sufficient condition for having that D properly 

C-abstracts P(D). 

Theorem 3.7 Let (,.,D,C,a) 6e a G.i. {whe~ Cis a completely meet-distributive 

lattice). Then D properly C-abstracts P(D) iff 1' is not join complete. 

Corollary 3.8 (,.,D,C,a) and (1'*,P(D),C,a*) a~ equivalent interp~tations if/ 

1' is a complete join morphism. 

ln Section 5 we will show that the concretization map of the interpretation for the 

analysis of logic programs with abstract domain Prop satisfies this condition, viz: is 

not join complete. 
The following are alternative ways of expressing the join completeness condition 

of the concretization. 
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Proposition 3.9 /n the Aypothe&u of Theorem S. 7 the following are eq~&ivalent:4 

(i) 1 is a complete join morph~m; 

(ii) -y(D) is closed •nder lab'•, i.e. VT ~ -y(D). Uc T E -y(D); 

(iii) -y( D) i& a complete nblattiu of C; 

(iv) V[S]-y E P(D). UD S E ~[SJ-y · 

It is easy to verify that -y*(P(D)) \ -y(D) = -y*(P(D) \ {{{d})., : dE D}) (~ 
[FR94]). This observation suggests us to call new each element of the power domam 
in P(D) \ {[{d}).,: de D}. Thence, [S]-y E P(D) will be new iff Uc-y(S) <c -y(UD~· 

As it is expectable, the powerset operator is idempotent: if we say that t~o G.1!8 
are equivalent when one abstract domain C-abs~rac~ the other o~e ~d v1ce v~rs&. 
(viz., by Proposition 2.5, the images of the domams v1a the concret1zat1on mappmgs 
coincide), then the following holds. 

Proposition 3.10 Let (1, D , C, a) be a G. c., where C i& a completely ~eet-di~trib
utive lattice. Then (-y*, P(D) , C, a*) and (-y**, P(P(D)), C, a**) are eqtuvalent mter-
pretations. 

4 Operations over P(D) 
Let us suppose that the sufficient hypotheses for having that (-y*, P(.~) •. C, ~*)is a <;H. 
bold, viz. (-y, D, C, a) is a G.c. in which Cis a completely meet-~tnbuttve ~att1ce. 
Moreover , let us suppose that oc : C x X - Cis a concrete operat10n approx1mat.:d by OD : D x X - D. We want to define an operation ove.r the abstract doma.J.D 
P(D), such that it extends OD and that still approximates oc. 

Let us consider this operation over P(D): 

ol> : P(D) x X- P(D) 
o1,([S]-y, z) = [{oD(d , z) ED : dE tt.~[S)-y})-y · 

This mapping is well-defined, and its definition is fairly natural since it consists in 
applying OD to the elements of the canonical represe~tative (the fat) of the ar~ument, 
and then to take the equivalence class of the obtamed set. Furthermore, s1?ce t~e 
definition of ol> is based on OD, in the case tha.t the initial abstrac~ domam. D ~ 
fi •t and 0 is finitely computable (usually venfied hypotheses) , th1s operation 1B n1 e D • • d" · f * also finitely comput~ble (as each 1:!.1[5]-y is finite) . The rnonotomc1ty con 1t10n o oD 
also holds. 

Proposition 4.1 ol> is monotonic. 

' The equivAlence (i) ~ (iii) wa.a already ata~ed in (0079]. 
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Unfortunately, in general , it is not true that ol> approximates oc, i.e. it is not necr 
essarily true that if [S]-y E P(D) and z EX then oc(-r*([S].,),z) Sc -y*(o},([S]-y,%)) . 
An example showing this fact is given in (FR94]. However, we describe below a 
sufficient condition for the correctness of the operation o},. 

Proposition 4.2 If oc is join complete on the concretization of fat 3eb, i.e. for 
I:!.I[S].,Ep(D) and %EX, oc(Uch(d): dE ~[S].,},z) = Uc{och(d),%) : dE I:!.I[S],.}, 
then ol> i• an approzimation of Pc . 

Clearly, if oc is join complete it also verifies the condition of the above proposition, 
and thus, in such a case, ol> approximates oc. Even though this condition may seem 
restrictive, in Section 5 we will show that it is satisfied by the concrete interpretation 
usually adopted for the analysis of logic programs. The concrete domain consists of 
sets of idempotent substitutions, and tbe concrete operation is the unification. Thil 
operation is join complete. · 

We next investigate the relationship existing between OD and ol>. We already know 
that D C-abstracts P(D). Therefore, it is not surprising that ol> is an extension of OD. 
FUrthermore, ol> is a better approximation of oc than OD. 

Proposition 4.3 If oc is join complete on the concretization of fat &ets then: 

(i} o}, eztends OD , i.e. Vd E D.Vr. EX. ol>([{d}).,,r.) = [{oD(d, r.)}]-y; 

(ii) ol> is better than OD (cf. Definition !.6). 

It is straightforward to verify that (ii) of the above proposition also implies tllat OD 
approximates ol> wrt the G.i. (a* o -y, D, P(D), a o -y*) . 

If 'D = {D, o1 , .•. , O.t) is an abstract interpretation, then we will denote by P('D) = (P(D), ot, ... , o:} that obtained applying the powerset operator to V . The following 
theorem summarizes some of the results so far achieved. 

Theorem 4.4 Let C = {C, of, ... , of} be a concrete interpretation abstracted by 1) = {D, o., ... , O.t}, and let P ('D) = {P(D), oJ, ... , o%} be the powerset of 'D. If C is a 
completely meet-distributive lattice and oi i& join complete on the concretization of 
fat sets for all i, then: 

(i) P('D) abstracts C; 

(ii} P('D) is better than 'D. 

5 Powerset of the Abstract Interpretation PROP 
5.1 The Concrete Interpretation l'P 
We briefly recall, from the framework of [Cor92] , the concrete interpretation for the 
analysis of logic programs. · 
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Let us consider a finite set of variables. In order to fix the notation, we will con
sider the set Vn = { Zi : 1 S i S n}, for some n E IN that is assumed to be large enough 
for the analysis of any program. Moreover, we ~ill consider an alphabet ~of function 
symbols. FUnction symbols (of arity ~ 1) will be denoted by g, h, and constant sym
bols by a, b. If E is any syntactic object then V ar( E) will denote the set of variables 
occurring in E. The set of the idempotent substitutions over Vn and over the set of 
terms built on Vn and~ will be denoted by Substn. Substitutions will be denoted 
by u, 11, 6, f'J, their domain of defipition by Dom(u) 1 and their composition by o. The 
empty substitution will be denoted by c. If u is a substitution and E is any syntactic 
entity, then u(E) will stand for the result of applying u to E. Observe that Substn ~ 
not closed under composition (e.g., {zt/:t2} o {z2/g(z1)} = {ztfg(zt), z2/g(z1)} 18 
not idempotent). We also recall the well-known correspondence between idempotent 
substitutions and sets of syntactic equations in solved form ([LMM88)). Thus, if u is 
an idempotent substitution, by Eqn(u) we will denote the corresponding set of term 
equations in solved form. Over Substn it is defined the usual relation of "more general 
than": if u 1, u2 E Substn then Ut ~ u2 ~ 3" E Substn. Ut = u2 o "· 
Notice that ~ is a pre-order but not a partial order over Substn . For any set E of 
term equations, mgu(E) is as follows: if E is not unifiable then mgu(E) = 0, other
wise mgu(E) = {6} for any idempotent mgu 6 of E (recall from [LMM88) that all the 
idempotent mgu's of E are equal up to renaming). · 

The concrete domain is p(Substn)· The partial ordering is the set-theoretic inclu
sion ~. that makes p(Substn) a complete lattice. 
Concrete unification is defined as follows: 

uc: p(Substn) X Substn- p(Substn) 

uc(E,6) = Ut~ei: mgu(Eqn(u) U Eqn(6)). 

Notice that uc is the usual unification. In fact, if u is a calling substitution and 6 is an 
idempotent mgu of an equation between atoms H = B then mgu(Eqn(u) U Eqn(6)) = 
u o mgu(Hu = Bu), up to renaming ([CDY91, Cor92]). 
In conclusion, the concrete interpretation is £1'n = {p(Substn), uc}. 

We now state some properties of CPn, that will be useful later on. 

Lemma 5.1 

(i} (p(Substn), ~} is a completely meet-distributive lattice. 

(ii) uc is a complete join morphism. 

5.2 The Abstract Interpretation 'PRO'P 

In this subsection the abstract interpretation 1''R.01' is recalled from [CFW94]. 

The concrete and the abstract interpretation share the set of variables: Vn is both 
the set of program variables and the set of propositional variables. If r is a (non
empty) set of logical connectives (in our approach the prop~~tional constants ~ and 
T are not included in r), then the set of well-formed propositional formulae bullt OJl 
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Vn and r will be denoted by On(f). Formulae will be denoted by I, k AJJ usual, if 
/ ,It , h are formulae and M is a truth assignment (over Vn), then we write M F I to 
indicate that M is a model of I, It I= h to indicate that h is a semantic consequence 
of It, and It = h to indicate that It and 12 are semantically equivalent (viz., l1 I= h 
and vice versa). Moreover, by .An we will denote the set of the truth 888ignments, 
and if M E .A,. it will be also denoted by the n-uple (M(zt), ... , M{:tn)). 

The abstract domain consists of classes, wrt ::, of propositional formulae built 
with the connectives"· v,-. ~ence, 

dd' . 
Prop" = On({/\, v,-} )J. U {F}, 

where F denotes the class of the unsatisfiable formulae. For simplicity of notation we1 
will write I for the class of formulae equivalent to f (this does not cause any prob-· 
lem, as each operation involving classes of formulae does not depend on the selected. 
representative). Prop" is ordered by semantic consequence: It $ 12 if 11 F f2 . By 
this ordering, Prop" assumes the (finite) complete lattice structure: the lub (glb) ill 
the disjunction V (conjunction /\), the top is the class ~f the formula :t1 - z1, andl 
the bottom is F. In [CFW91}, .Cortesi et al. semantically characterized the domair• 
Prop": they showed that On({/\, V,+-+});. coincides with (the equivalence classes of) 
aU the formulae that are satisfied by the unitary truth assignment, i.e. the assignment 
making true each variable of V,.. 

Next we recall the definition of the concretization map. We need to introduce an 
auxiliary function mapping each substitution to a truth assignment satisfying only 
the variables that the substitution grounds: 

assign: Substn--+ Vn __.{false, true} 

assign u z, iff Var(u(zi)) = 0. 

The concretization 1 is defined as follows: 

1: Prop" __. p(Substn) 

1(!) = {u E Substn : Vu' ~ u. assign u' F 1}. 
By this definition, "'/ maps any formula I to the set of substitutions u having ·thE! 
property that when further instantiated to some substitution u', the correspondin~~ 
truth assignment assign u' satisfies 1. In the sequel, we will also use the followint~ 
notation: M 0 = {assign u' E .An : u' E Substn, u' ~ u}. 

Exploiting Proposition 2.2 (iii), the abstraction map is defined as the usual left 
adjoint to 1: 

o : p(Substn) --+ Prop" 

o(E) = 1\{f E Prop, : E ~ 1(1)} . 

Proposition 5.2· {[CFW91]} (I,Prop,,p(Substn),o) is 4 G.i .. 

When o is applied to a singleton { u} we will write a( u ), for simplicity of notation. 
In (CFW94), an. explicit definition of the abstraction map a was given, showing 

that it acts in a very natural way. · 
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Proposition 5.3 For crEStib&tn, cr(cr) = A{z +-+ AVar(cr(z))EPropn: zeDom(cr)} 
fa$ tuual A0 = T, and thtu ifVar(cr(z)) = e, viz. cr(z) i& G ground tenn, we 6implJ 
'btain the conjunct z). · 

rhe above proposition enables us to explicitly compute cr for any I: E p(Sub61n), 
•ince from Proposition 2.2 (i) it follows that cr(I:) = V{cr(cr) E Propn : cr E I:}. Also 
1otice that from the above proposition cr(f) = T follows as well. 

We next recall the abstract operation approximating the concrete unification uc. 
·t consists of taking the conjunction of the formula f (that represents the current set 
>f substitutions I:) with the abstraction of the mgu 6: 

u : Prop~ X Sdltn -- Propn 

u(f, 6) = /1\ cr(6). 

)bviously u is well-defined (iff= g then u(f, 6) = u(g, 6)), and its monotonicity ~ 
.rivial to verify. 

Thus, the abstract interpretation is 'P'R.O'Pn = (Propn, u). The following sound
less result holds. 

Proposition 5.4 {(CFW94]) 'P'RO'Pn ab&troct& £"Pn. 

>.3 The Abstract Interpretation P(PROP) 
n this subsection the powerset operator is applied to "P'RO'Pn, and it is shown that 

0 ('P'R.O"Pn) is strictly better than "P'RO'Pn. 

Let P(Propn) be the abstract domain obtained applying to Propn the powerset 
>perator, as described in Section 3. Moreover, Jet cr* and r* be the mappings defined 
n the same section. 

?roposition 5.5 (r*, P(Propn), p(Substn), cr*) ia a G.i .. 

?roof. By Propositions 3.4 and 5.2, and Lemma 5.1 (i). • 

Since Propn is a finite lattice all its subsets are finite too, and thus, to simplify 
he notation, we will denote the generic element of P(Propn) by [h, ... , /1],.. Notice 
bat, since r(F) = 0, j_P(Prop.) = (F),.. 

Observe that, by meaosofProposition 3.5, we already know that Prop" p(Substn)
Lbstracts P(Propn), namely (cr* 0 r. Propn , P(Propn),cr 0 r*) is a G .i .. Our aim is 
lOW to show that indeed P(Propn) is strictly p(Substn)-abstracted by Propn. To this 
!nd, by Theorem 3.7, it suffices to find two formulae of Propn for which 1. does not 
>reserve the lub. The reason for this is very simple. Let It and h be formulae of 
0 rop,., and let E 1 = r(!t), I:2 = r(h) be the corresponding sets of substitutions. 
)ince cr(E1 U I:2) = It V /2 , this formula is the best approximation of I:t U I:2 in 
?ropn, but it may also represent more substitutions. In fact , it is not true, in general, 
.bat r (/t v h) = r(h) U r(h) = I:t U I:2 (only 2 holds). At the contrary, [It, h],. e 
O(Propn) exactly represents I:1 U E2 (by definition of r*). Two formulae showing 
. his phenomenon are given in the example below. 
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Example 5.6 Let z,, Zt - %2 e Propn (n ~ 3). 
We want to verify that r(zl) ur(zt +-+ z2) C r(zt V (zt +-+ z2)). Hence, it nfficu to 
find a substitution trESubdn nch that crEr(z1 V(z1 .... z2)), cr~r(z1 )ur(z1 .... z 2). 
Let cr = {z2/g(zt , zs, . . . , z3)} , where g is a function srmbol of arit1 ~ 2. 
Recall that cr e r (f) ~ VM e Mtt . M f= f . Since 

Mt~ = {(F, F, F, tJ4, ... , Vn) : tlj e {F. T}} u {(T, F, F, tJ4, ... I Vn) :Vie {F, T}}u 
{(F. F, T, V4, • •• tv,.):"' e {F, T}} u {(T, T, T, "•· .. . t tin): Vie {F, T} }, 

we have that cr E r(zt V (zt - ·%2)). 
On the other hand, auign cr ~ z 1 dftd Mtt 3 (T, F, F, "•• ... , vn) ~ Zt +-+ ZJ, i.e. 
CT f/_ r(zl) U r(zl +-+ Z2) • 

Theorem 5. 7 If the alphabet T contains at least o function &ym6ol of orit1 ~ 2, tAen 
Propn properly p(Substn)-abstrocts P(Propn), for all n ~ 3. 

Proof. Example 5.6 shows that r is not join complete, and thus, by Theorem 3 .7, 
we get the thesis. • 

The restriction of the above theorem, namely the existence of a function symbol of 
arity ~ 2, is of little importance, as the cases n = 1,2. 

Let us dwell a moment on Example 5.6. Let I:= {tr = {zt /a},1? = {z1/z2}} E 
p(Sub&tn), for which cr(cr) = Zt, cr(-') = Zt .... z2, and thence cr(I:) = z1 V (zt +-+ z2) . 
The formula Zt abstractly represents all and only the substitutions grounding {z1 } , 
whereas Zt +-+ %2 represents all and only the subst itutions for which {zt} is equivalent 
to {z2}. It is obvious that the formula Zt V (z1 .... z2) does not represent all and only 
the substitutions either grounding {zt} or for which {z1} and {z2} are equivalent, 
since '1 = {z2/g(zt,za)} E r(z1 V (z1 +-+ z2)), and evidently '1 neither grounds {z1} 
nor {zt} and {z2} are equivalent wrt '1· Indeed, z 1 V (z1 +-+ z 2) is semantically 
equivalent to %2- Zt1 and thus it represents the substitutions such that {z2 } covers 
{zt}· Therefore, correctly, '1 E r(zt V (z1 +-+ z 2)). On the other band, P(Prop,.) 
can be more precise with the element [z1, z 1 +-+ z 2J,., whose concretization is just 
r*([zt ,ZJ- z2],.) = r(zt ) Ur(zt- %2) · 

From u defined on Prop,. we obtain the abstract unification u* on P(Prop,.) , as 
described in Section 4. 

u* : P(Prop,.) x Su6&tn--+ P(Prop,.) 

u*([!t, ... ,/1],., 6) = [u(ltl[ft, . .. , /k],.,6)],. . 

By Proposition 4.1, u* is monotone. 
Furthermore, letting P('P'RO'Pn) = (P(Propn), u*) be the powerset abstract inter
pretation the following holds. 

Proposition 5.8 P("P'RO'P,.) abstrocts C"P,., and i& 6ettt r than "P'R.O'P,. . 

Proof. By Theorem 4.4, Proposition 5.4, and Lemma 5.1. • 

The definition of u* is simplified and made more natural by· the result below . 
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,roposition 5.9 For V1 •... , /t]., E P(Prop,.) and 6 E Sablt,. 

u*(V•, ... 1 It:]., 1 6) = [b A a( 6), ... , /11: A a( 6)).,. 

We now state this useful result. 

:.emma 5.1o 7•(u*(V1 , •.• .!A:).., 1 6)} c 7(u(a(7*([!l , ... .!A:].,)), 6)) iff there emt• 

T E 7( c:r( 6)) •uch that t1 E 7(1l V •.. V /A:) and t1 fj 7(!1) U ... U 7(/1 ) . 
. , . 

On each new element of P(Prop,.) (na.mely, on P(Prop,.) \ {1/1., :IE Prop,.}), 

;he unification u* provides a result strictly better than that obtainable by the cor

;esponding computation of u in Prop,. . In fact, if t1 E 7(!1 V ... V It) and tT fJ 

r(/l)U ... U7(/t) , viz. [/1, ... , It]., i.e a new element of P(Prop,.), then, by the above 

lemma, 7*(u*({h 1 ••• , /A:].,, u)) C 7(u(a(7*([/1, ••• , It].,)), u)). Notice that this ob-

servation does not mean that if V1, ... , It]., i.e a new element of P(Prop,.) then 

7*(u*([fl, ... ,/t]..,,6)) C 7(u(a(7*([/l, ... .ft).,)),6)) for any (mgu) 6. An example 

showing that there are some 6 E Sdst,. for which this is not true is given in (FR94) . 

We then show the following key result. 
I ,. 

Theorem 5.11 If the alphabet :F contains at least a fun ction symbol of aritr ~ 2, 

then, f or all n ~ 3, P(1''ROP 11 ) is strictly better than 1''R01' n · 

Proof. By Theorem 5.7, there are.new elements of P(Prop11 ). Thus, by Lemma 5.10, 

the observation following it, and Lemma 2.7, u* is strictly better than u . Hence, cf. 

Definition 2.6, we obtain the thesis by Propoeition 5.8 and Theorem 5.7. • 

Finally, the example below shows a case in which the analysis using P(1"R01' ,.) 

is more precise than that using 1''R01'n· 

Example 5.12 Let us consider the following program fragment. 

p(g(u, a) , u, v) :- .. . 
p(V, V, g(V, V)) :- . . . 

Furthermore, let G = : - t p(I , Y, Z) t, ... 6e a que'll {t and t are the entry and the 

exit point of the first literal of G). 
We consider {I, Y, Z, U, V, V} ~ V,. (thus n ~ 6}, and we GSsume to 6e in the fir•t 

step of a SLD-derivation, namely { f} i1 the set of calling substitutions for G at the 

program point t. As usual, union of sets of substitutions is approximated by lub, and 

projection onto a 1et of variablea by existential quantification (for more detail& aee 

{CFW94}). 
The unification of G with the head of the two clauses for p gives the mgu '• 61 = 

{1/ g(U, a), Y /U, Z/ V} and 62 = {I/ V, Y/ V, Z/ g(W, W)}. 

The unification on 1''R0Pn yields the valuea (recall that a( f) = T} u(c:r(f), 61) = 
(I ....... u) /1. (Y ....... u) A (z +-+ v) and u(a(f), 62) = (I ....... v) A (Y +-+ w) A (Z +-+ V). Thu1, 
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if we project the two formulae onto the variables of G, and then take their /u6, we 

obtain at the program point t the abstract value (I +-+ T) V (Y +-+ Z). 

A 1imilar computation on P(1"R01'n) lead• to the value [I+-+ T, T +-+ z].., at t. 
Thus, the result of the analy1i& on P(1''R01'n) ia strictly better than the one on 

'P"R01'n . In fact, 7*((1+-+ Y, T +-+ z]..,) C 7((I +-+ Y) V (Y +-+ Z)). For inatance, it u 
possible to verify, likewise to Example 5.6, that t1 = {Y/g(I,Z), ... } is o sub1titution 

in 7((1 +-+ Y) V (Y +-+ Z)) ht not in 7(1+-+ T) U7(T +-+ 2) = 7*([1+-+ T, T +-+ Z]7 ) . 
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